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Candidates debate key issues
By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor

The second UGBC presidential
debate gave the candidates a chance
to make their positions more clear
after the awkward start of the first
debate.
The format of the second debate
last Wednesday in Higgins gave the
eight candidates the opportunity to
ask one another questions. The first
debate had consisted of a panel of
representatives from the three campus newspapers, the Heights, the
Observer, and the Consensus, who
questioned the candidates. Both
debates finished with questions
from the audience.
The second debate brought
several candidates into conflict. One
notable clash arose when Andy
Sriubas questioned Greg Redmond
on the vagueness of his platform.
After Redmond's response Sriubas
intimated that Redmond's answer
was based on the Sriubas rather than
the Redmond platform.
After the debate Sriubas said he
apologized to Redmond, but he also
said that it was "necessary to make
a statement" and to separate the
candidates on different issues.
Redmond also received a barrage
of questions from the audience concerning his Senate activities and the
vagueness of his platform. Redmond
said after the debate that he was
"certainly on the hot seat" but that
he was more than happy to answer
the questions.
Chris Hentemann also went head
to head with Sriubas on the direction UGBC Programming should

take. Sriubas had unveiled his plan
Melville said that experience is
"get
programming
of
UGBC"
to
out
not a great barrier si nee the most i mduring the first debate. This would portant quality in a president is "to
know what the students want.. .it's
get the political preferences of the
president out of the decision-making not a one man show."
process for speakers, said Sriubas at
Bruce, Hentemann, Redmond,
last Wednesday's debate.
and Sriubas expressed confidence in
Hentemann who is Vice-President their experiencewith UGBC and the
of UGBC Programming said that on issues facing the student
a practical level he saw "a lot of
government.
loopholes." If programming were
Student involvement was expressed as a priority for most of the canremoved from UGBC, revenues currently used to fund other UGBCdidates and was largely discussed at
sponsored clubs and programs both debates. Bruce said that he
would no longer be available, said would make students work for
Hentemann. He did agree, however, themselves and expand the Student
that there should be greater Services in order to increase student
representation in programming involvement.
Matarese said that he wants his
decisions.
Louis Meiville also disagreed with
name to be "synonymous with inSriubas' plan. Melville said that provolvement."
gramming would lose something
Redmond said he would increase
important if divorced from UGBC.
student involvement with such proProgramming, said Melville, is a
grams as World Fiesta Day on the
good way to get people involved in
UGBC.

Candidates also devoted a great
deal of time to the question of experience. In response to Neal
Bruce's question on how a candidate without UGBC experience
could lead the government, John
Liesching said that he is "proud"
that he has not been a part of UGBC
during the past three years. He said
that his experience in other areas of
the university qualify him for the
position.
Joe Matarese said that experience
doesn't matter if one brings along

qualified people.
Michael Baker, also new to UGBC
politics, said that he could offer the
UGBC a "fresher perspective."

The temperature rose when candidates debated among themselves
at the second debate on March 8 in Higgins Hall.
|

A panel composed of members from the three campus publications
posed questions to the candidates at the February 22 debate. From
left to right are seated the Observer, the Heights, and the
Consensus.
Special interest groups also receivdustbowl which he claimed was
successful in creating an atmosphere ed strong support from the canof greater spirit.
didates. Melville, in response to j
question which asked what he
Hentemann outlined a plan to increase involvement by breaking
would do if he were Father Monan
down UGBC into committees which for a day, said that he would be more
"daring" and recognize groups such
would have representatives from all
as the gay coalition, and would
facets of the university.
allow different religions to hold serSriubas said "the only way we can
potential
of UGBC is to have
tap the
Candidates, page 15
more people involved."

Does candidate field lack depth?
By TARA MCDONALD
Heights Associate Editor
The eight candidates for 1989-90
UGBC President are all white males.
"I was really disappointed that
there were no women running...!
think a lot of other people were too,"
said Laura Shubilla, A&S '90.
Shubilla, a former UGBC senator,
was considered by many people
within the UGBC to be a likely candidate, but decided against it
"because it's a huge time commitment, and there were other things
I wanted to do next year."
Leslie Cascone, A&S '90, the
UGBC representative to the Board
of Trustees, also said that she "never
considered [being a woman] an
obstacle at all in running."
Other potential candidates might
be discouraged from running
because they "don'tfeel the environment is receptive" though, said
Cascone.

pitfall is that she has to fit a certain
persona. She has to be a cute, bubbly or token candidate in relation to
the male candidates, to balance
Cascone.
English
them out."
Professor Judith Wilt of the
Pancella agreed that there was
Department, director of the
"a
program,
pressure on her to do welMn
Studies
more
Women's
said
debates,
probably
but she put the pressure on
lot of women are
alienated
by
herself
feeling that she "had to
BC,
student
at
government
from
especially after this year, don't you prove something" because the arena
was dominated by males.
think?"
"There was a lot of sexism going
The only woman candidate from
last year's race, April Pancella, A&S on when I ran last year," including
'89, said that many possible women the vandalism of her campaign
candidates this year told her they posters with sexist epithets, said
"could get more done" in other Pancella.
Current UGBC President Matthew
positions within and outside UGBC.
agreed that it is very differentfor
surprised
Pye
Pancella said she was
a
woman
who runs for the office.
disappointed
and
that no women
be hesitant to get inmay
"there
run,
because
are "Women
decided to
where
there is male
position
that
active
to
a
many
very
so
women
are
here." Women and people of color dominance," said Pye.
Pye attributed some of this
add "a different perspective" to a
hesitance to the "attitudes on campolitical debate, which will be missing this year, she said.
Campus, page 23
For a woman, said Cascone, "the
"lt's unfortunate that a woman's
not running, because the majority of
students at BC are women," said

UGBC candidates discussed the issues in the first of a series of debates on
Auditorium. See where the candidates stand on the issues on page 10.
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WED., MARCH 15

CAREERS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND MINISTRY

3-5 pm, Hovey House

WED., MARCH 15

4-5 pm, Career Center

THUR., MARCH 16
4-5 pm, Career Center

?

Panel of alumni from the Institute of Pastoral Ministry share their
career experiences in a variety of fields.

CAREERS IN COUNSELING AND HUMAN SERVICES
?

An overview of this diverse field including information on the types
of positions held by counselors and the range of organizations that
employ them.

WORK. STUDY. TRAVEL ABOARD
?

An information session conducted by the Council on International
Education Exchange.

NEXT WEEK:
MON., MARCH 20
TUES., MARCH 21
5-6 pm, Devlin 103

?

How can you use language in your future career?
An overview of career options and job search strategies

locate these jobs.

WED., MARCH 22

SCIENCE CAREER INFORMATION FAIR

4-6 pm, Devlin 103

?

NOTE; SUMMER

Talks

to

designed
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APPLICATION DEADLINE TOR PARAPROFESSIONAL
CAREER CENTER VOLUNTEERS
ROMANCE LANGUAGE CAREERS
?

I
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30 plus alumni and employers in science related careers.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS CONTINUE ALL SEMESTER.
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Car plows through Edmond's parking booth
time of the occurrence might be
indicative of circumstances leading
to such an occurrence. Two o'clock
in the morning is the time when
Massachusetts bars are required to
close. Intoxicated drivers are then
likely to take to the streets in order

By ROBERT B. STACK
At approximately 2am Saturday
morning, an unidentified auto-

mobile drove through a university
parking attendant booth located just
outside of Edmond's Hall, completely destroying the booth and ripping
out live power lines.
The car then proceeded to burst
through a chained driveway
between Walsh Hall and Edmond's.
University police and detectives
were at the scene a short time after
it happened to take the report and
steer passersby clear of the exposed
live wiring. The wiring had fed up
from the ground into the booth,
which lay in pieces just yards from
where it originally stood.
When asked Saturday afternoon if
any suspects or witnesses had been
found, BC Police refused to
comment. A police department

to get

home, he said.

Another officer on hand noted
that a dance-a-thon sponsored by
the Black Student Forum had drawn
large numbers of people, many of
whom were thought to be
unaffiliated with the university.

A car drove through the kiosk near Edmond's Hall early Saturday morning. Police are searching for
the driver of the car.
source, however, later said that some expected to have more information
morning commented that the
leads had turned up and were being available until Monday morning, automobile must have sustained
followed.
said the source.
"serious front end damage."
One officer at the scene Saturday
University detectives are not
The officer went on to say that the

Guards at Edmond's Hall at approximately 2:2oam turned away
members of a fraternity and their
pledges, when they were unable to
establish that they were supposed to
be in the building.
No connection between the
dance-a-thon and the damaged
booth has been made.

UGBC books Elvis for first concert in Forum
By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor
UGBC Programming announced
this week that "Elvis Costello, solo
in concert with Nick Lowe" will
perform in Conte Forum on Friday,
March 31 at Bpm.
The Senate Finance Committee
and the Senate chairperson officially
approved and signed the contract
with Elvis Costello last Saturday, said
Chris Hentemann, UGBC Vice
President for Programming.
Tickets will go on sale in the
McElroy lobby ticket booth on
Tuesday from 11:00am until 3:oopm,
said Hentemann. Tickets will cost
$10 and each student can purchase

Mass PIRG
By CYNTHIA HEANEY

Heights News Editor
MassPIRG will soon be conducting a campus-wide petition drive in
an effort to remain on the BC
campus.

The agreement reached by
MassPIRG and the UGBC Senate
was passed unanimously at last
Tuesday night's Senate meeting. It
calls for MassPIRG to receive the approval
of a majority of
undergraduate students, which in
number terms is equal to approximately 4,300 students.

two with a BC ID. There are 4500

tickets available, he continued.
Marisa Fusaro, UGBC Director of
Programming, said that Costello
puts on a "big stage show."
Hentemann added that because of
the large amount of audience
participation Costello excites most
of the seating will be on the floor.
There will be little seating in the
rafters, he said.
Hentemann had originally tried to
book Costello on April 9 but
Costello was unavailable and it
seemed unlikely that he would be
able to fit BC into his college tour.
After renegotiating, however, UGBC

was able to book Costello on the
March 31 date, Hentemann said.

UGBC is paying Costello a flat rate
of $27,500 which includes his
opening act, Nick Lowe, sound and
lights, and all other support.
Costelio's contractors originally
wanted a commission as well but
this was negotiated out of the
contract in favor of the flat rate.
BC is actually getting "a bargain"
in terms of other schools which are
paying Costello $30,000 for the
same concert, said Hentemann.

UGBC is also waiting for a written
confirmation from Jesse Jackson
who has tentatively agreed to speak
in Conte Forum on April 26. The
confirmation should come this
week.

petition approved
The agreement was reached after
five weeks of intense discussion and
eventual compromise during which
the exact wording of the petition and
the terms of the drive were agreed
upon, according to John Cerabona,
SOM '89, BC Representative to the
MassPIRG State Board of Directors.
Most of the work was done between the Legislative and Executive
Committee of the Senate and campus MassPIRG representatives, said
Rich Girard, Chairman of the
Legislative
and
Executive
Committee.
The terms of the petition include

Elvis Costello solo in concert with Nick Lowe will perform his new
album Spike at BC's Conte Forum on March 31.
"reasonable amount" according to
UGBC president after they determine their working budget.
the terms of the petition.
Girard added he felt it "would be
This "reasonable amount" is
difficult for the president not to defined as "not past ten off campus
fund" in the case of a majority stustudents at any one time," by Girard.
dent support.
He also said there are certain places,
only
The petition, which can
be such as libraries, churches, and
signed by BC students, will be taken classrooms, in which MassPIRG is
door-to-door both on and off camnot allowed to solicit signatures.
All non-BC student petition takers
pus, as well as through cafeterias and
other areas on campus, said must register with the BC Police
Cerabona. MassPIRG can utilize as Department for a visitor's permit to
many BC students as it wants to take take signatures. These permits have
to be turned in at the end of the day.
signatures.
It can also use a certain number
MassPIRG, page 32
of non-BC students, not to exceed a

seven major points which both
MassPIRG and the Senate have

agreed to honor. Signature taking
will begin on Sunday, March 12, at
7:oopm and will run for a three
week period, not including Easter
break, said Girard. The deadline is
April 6 at 7:oopm.
If MassPIRG receives a majority of

support on the petition, it will only

guarantee that they can remain on
campus. Itwill not ensure their fun-

ding by UGBC, said Girard. Funding
will be voted on by next semester's
Senate Finance Committee and the

Voices on the Dustbowl

By Bridget Nester

What are you looking for in a UGBC President?

Mark Syms, A&S '89
Nothing.

Andrew Wedmore, A&S '92
If I were to vote, I'd vote for
a person whose major
campaign promise was to
clean up flyers and trash
they've spread all over.

Matt Carbone, A&S '92
Matt McKenna, A&S '92

A cool wave and a tasty
buzz,

Dan Rinzel, A&S '92

Jason Swepson, A&S '92

A brain.

Honesty.
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Ballot referendums will settle election points
Both propositions are widely accepted in the Senate and on campus,
and they are expected to pass easily, said Bill Boyd, assistant Senate
chairperson. These referendums will
make constitutional changes which
must first meet student approval.

By TINO LUCENTE

Heights Staff Writer
Two propositions will go before
the students on the presidential
ballots.

Both Prop 1 and Prop 2 will be
binding.

Prop 1
This legislation which will appear
on the preliminary ballot, is seen as
the best way to reassert the checks
and balances system and to better

Venezuelan riots restrict break

coordinate President-Senate relations, said Boyd.
Last year students approved a nonbinding referendum for spring
Senate elections. This year Prop 1
will make it law.
If approved, the Senate seats will
be filled along with the presidential
election. Spring Senate elections
could take place this semester if it
is passed.

final two UGBC Presidential candidates must designate their choice
for Executive Vice President.
Executive VP is an important position since that person will have signing power, said Boyd.

Prop 2
This legislation will stipulate that the

Prop 2 will appear on the final
presidential ballot.

"

Although this country is a continent away, during spring break nearly 300 BC students found
themselves vacationing in the middle of this conflict.
After a twelve hour plane delay on
Sunday, which could have indicated
how the break would be for these
students, they arrived in Puerto la
Cruz early Monday morning,
February 27. That night, "We all
went out to the clubs," said Sean

By BILL MURPHY

Heights Staff Writer

In recent weeks, Venezuela has
been shaken by revolution due to
the rising costs of such items as food

and gasoline.
Riots and the looting of stores have
led to several hundred deaths as well
as turning the once peaceful
paradise into a nation under martial
law, in which people have no rights.
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LIVE AND
LEARN IN
PARIS

An Exclusively French Educational
Service for University Study
Flexible and individuallyadapted program
Guidance and support
Total immersion
?
Cultural activities
Academic year: September 15 to June 15
Enrollment deadlines: Fall Semester April 15
Spring Semester October 30
For information, write or call: VIA PARIS
6 Greenfield Avenue. Bronxville. NY 10706
Tel. (914) 779-3373
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Blair, SOM '89, one of the BC
vacationers.
It was not until the next day that
Blair, along with Mike Salvato, A&S
'89, and Tom Pier, SOM '89, while
out riding on mopeds, were told to
return to their hotel. From this point
on, they learned, there was to be a
6:oopm curfew every night.
Their only access to information
on what was going on around them
was the Cable News Network service they saw on television and the
multitude of rumors that were beginning to spread rapidly.
"There were all kinds of rumors
that were invented. One girl claimed she saw a tank in the street," said
Blair. "Another rumor was that the
airport was blown up," added Pier.
They soon learned there was an
actual danger for every student
there. "Our friend Bob was in
Caracas, Venezuela, where there
were 18-year-olds with rifles," said
Salvato.
fheir friend, Bob Savio, A&S '89,
stayed in Caracas for three days
before going to Puerto la Cruz.
At one point he said he found
himself in a dangerous situation in
Puerto la Cruz. While visiting his
sister who was staying at a hotel
about a mile down the beach from
his own, Savio overstayed the
6:oopm curfew. He said he did not

The Senate approved by-law
legislation calling for the naming of
the VP choice for this year. Prop 2
will write it into the constitution.
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Tuesday, march 14
7:00 P.m.
St. mary's Chapel

Vacation, page 32

1212 B Commonwealth Ave.
Allston, Ma. 02134

W

REALTY
A Full

738-1820
INC.

Service Real Estate Firm

At Home Realty has consistently provided the
finest selection, value and service in the
Brighton/ Newton rental market. From the 1600
Block of Commonwealth Ave. to the Main Campus we have exclusive rental listings in demand.

Please call or visit our office TODAY.
June 1 and September 1 listings are
moving fast!
**Refer to our ads in "The Source" student directory for discount coupons.**
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Two opinions of abortion issue presented
Operation Rescue banquet held
By MAUREEN MARSHALL and
MARGARET ANN GOETZ

"Jesus Christ died on the
cross...he's asking us to ransom
the livesof these little children with
our bodies."
Joan Andrews
-

The philosophy of non-violent
practiced by Operation
Rescue was the focus of a keynote
address by Joan Andrews, considered to be the nation's "preeminent pro-life prisoner of consprotest as

cience."

Andrews spoke yesterday at a
benefit banquet to support Birthright
and Pregnancy Help, co-sponsored
by the Boston College Pro-Life Coalition and Cambridge Unborn Rights
Advocate. The event included
welcoming remarks by Tammy
DiNicola, president of the BC ProLife Coalition, David Druffner, vice
president, and Jane Brockmann,
president of the Cambridge Unborn

Rights Advocates.
DiNicola stated that, in terms of
support for the pro-life movement,
"those of us who are college are
especially responsible for protecting
the rights of the unborn."
Andrews
is
know
for
"demonstrating the courage of her
convictions while being subjected
to outrageous and brutal attempts to
change them," according to the
Massachusetts Senate Resolution of
October 1988 commending her. She
has been arrested over 100 times and
convicted on 17 occasions for her
non-violent abortion sit-ins.
Andrews began by acknowledging the efforts of the many
volunteers of Operation Rescue,
who in many cases were abused and
arrested while participating in
rescues outside "abortuaries" in different parts of the country. Andrews
mentioned a rescue which occurred
last Saturday at a clinic in Boston involving the arrest of 240 people.
"Being in jail is part of the rescue"

as it is a sacrifice that rescuers are
called to make, according to
literature handed out at the banquet.
Andrews spoke of faith in Cod as being the essential ingredient in one's

commitment

to

Pro-Life, page 34

Joan Andrews spoke at the Pro-Life banquet
Sorrentino, because "we have
allowed them to humanize the fetus
partially
in
was
in
and dehumanize women."
The teach
held
"If they're both human beings,
reaction to the pro-life luncheon
earlier in the day, said Leigh
someone's going to lose," said
Sorrentino. When given a choice
Anthony, head of Womynfire, which
between an unborn stranger and "a
sponsored it. "BC is in desperate
woman who I can hold in my hands
need of this event," said Anthony.
and cry with, I'm going to go with
"The issue shouldn't be pro- or
that woman every time," she said.
anti-choice; it should be pro- or
"There can only be one
anti-women," said Margaret Cerullo,
paramount, and we're saying that
a survivor of an illegal abortion who
the paramount right to life rests with
teaches at Hampshire College.
the woman," said Sorrentino.
Cerullo said women must make "the
own
"Motherhood [should be]
lives,"
and
decision to value our
choice, not their fate," said
an
abortion
women's
having
must realize that
Cerullo.
is "nothing to be ashamed about,"
All five speakers emphasized the
she said.
need for women to retain the right
When she had the abortion at age
to choose. Women must recognize
20 in 1968, she felt an "inarticulate
the "devastating power that [their]
rage that someone thought it was
bodies can exercise over [their]
okay for me to die...as some sort of
lives," said Barbara Bolten, Vice
punishment for having had sex,"
Cerullo said. It was thefirst time she
President for Public Relations for the
National Organizationfor Women.
realized she was a woman rather
The speakers also stressed the
than an equal, she said.
need
to change the terminology
The focus should be on the
with
women who are confronted
'Pro-Life,' page 29

Pro-choice Teach In speaks out
By TARA MCDONALD
Heights Associate Editor

Although it was billed as a
"Pro-Choice Teach In," the point of
last night's event was actually
pro-women.

Margaret Cerullo was one of the speakers at the Pro-Choice Teach In.

Operation

Rescue?faith strong enough to overcome one's fear of the police or the
courts. "There is nothing on this
earth we have to fear...[God] takes
care of us all," stated Andrews.
"The devil is attacking our
families like never before," continued Andrews, and as a consequence, the Church, sacraments,
and prayer must become more important in the lives of those who
follow Jesus Christ. Operation
Rescue is opened to all religions, but
is based upon a Catholic spirituali-

The five speakers concentrated on
different aspects of the abortion
debate, but they agreed that the
well-being of the woman must come
first.
"This is a movement about
women, goddammit, it has nothing
to do with anything else," said Mary
Ann Sorrentino of Catholics for
Choice, a group that works to reform
the Catholic church and support its
members who are pro-choice.
The audience consisted of about
100 people, mostly women, who
listened in silence until breaking
into spontaneous applause for the
last few speakers. There was no
occasion for intervention from the
police stationed at the doors of
unwanted
McGuinn Auditorium.

pregnancies,

said

Remember Last Year?
BC:

SPORTS
CLUBS
LECTURES
FRIENDS

To get the Boston College Yearbook
Call 552-3493 or stop by McElroy 103
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Playboy screws BC and its Women

Observer mistaken

Playboy magazine is famous for its fortuitous luck in finding women who will pose for
To the Editor:
their photographers. Perhaps BC has been the first to gain an insightful view of the process
of selecting women to bare their flesh for men all over the world to see.
As the victim of a scurrilous attack
Last semester, Playboy recruited women from BC in the Holiday Inn on Beacon Street. in The Observer I wish to make my
Playboy needed women for its "Girls of the Big East" pictorial, in which women from each position clear.
of the Big East schools would prove their school's "basketball conference has more to offer
1. My personal philosophy is
than tall men who can play ball" {Playboy press release, 2/25/89). Students from BC protested Pro-Life.
2. As a Health Professional, I prothe recruitment attempts by Playboy, and advised and educated others about pornography's
only medical care. I do not
vide
job
only
in
this
effort
did
commendable
as
five
The
students
involved
a
society.
effect on
make
moral judgements.
interview).
in
only
happened
to
find
out
what
the
(two
going
of whom were
people interviewed
3. When a patient seems deterOf the three who interviewed, one contemplated being in the issue, but then declined to mined
seek an abortion, I provide
be photographed. So there were a few questions when the March issue hit the stands, and her withtothe
name of a clinic whicfv,
BC was represented by one Vera Sobey.
offers "one on one counselling
Who is Vera Sobey? She is presently enrolled in one evening class and has never before and forces her to consider the alterbeen enrolled at Boston College, said one employee at the Registrar's office.
How could Playboy have recruited Sobey last semester if she only enrolled this spring?
Did Playboy recruit her to take a class at BC so she could pose? Did Playboy pay for her
class? Is this a way for her to get an education? Or will she be gone after this semester closes? To the Editor:
Why couldn't Playboy leave BC alone and accept the fact that the women do not want to
be objectified by a camera lens?
The weekly appearance in The
Unfortunately, the answer to these and many other questions remain a mystery. The only Heights of the advertisement for
result of several phone calls to Playboy was acquiring the knowledge that most of the people Repro Associates is a constant
reminder of the open disdain and
on the staff involved with this issue have gone on vacation.
disregard for Catholic teaching
Playboy brags in their press release, "faced with more than the usual controversy that acprevails on this campus.
which
(six
of the nine Big East schools are
companies Playboy model searches in college areas
Although
not made explicit, the ofRoman Catholic), veteran Playboy photographers David Chan and David Mecey
fering of "Full Service Gynecology"
enthusiastically met the challenge and found women at each school who were eager to pose
in the ad includes the
for Playboy." This is an obvious misrepresentation of facts. Playboy found no one at BC eager mentioned
"procedure" of abortion, for
to pose during their recruitment. What Playboy does not realize is that people are beginning pregnancies extending even into the
to understand the effects of pornography and do not want to take part in the degradation third trimester. The fact that explicit
and objectification of women.
reference is not made to abortion in
Last week Gail Dines illustrated the relationship between pornography and rape in her these ads makes them no less offenlecture "Pornography, Sex, and Violence: What is the Link?" She explained that in Hawaii, sive to the conscientious Catholic.
pornography was not available until people cried "censorship," and complained that their Insult becomes injury when one
rights were being violated. When pornography was introduced the number of rapes considers that The Heights proskyrocketed. This is only one example of instances similar to this which have occurred all claims itself as "Boston College's Inover the world. Pornography is just celebrated male violence passed off as Americans' rights dependent Student Newspaper,"
thereby acknowledging its affiliation
to freedom of expression. Rapists and murderers have cited pornography as the reason they with a Catholic
and Jesuit institution.
have committed their crimes. Ted Bundy, who murdered many women, said that the women Notwithstanding the
newspaper's
he saw in pornographic magazines inspired his killing sprees. Pornography puts women claim to independence, its home is
in positions in which they are submissive to men, often times being violently abused by here on campus, and its name is ofmen. Men become desensitized to the horrors of this, and view women as objects they possess, ficially sanctioned by the Boston
like they possess the women in ponographic magazines and films. One may argue that Playboy College administration. Perhaps the
is only soft-core pornography and harms no one. Because it is so pervasive and it portrays one thing that enrages me more than
the solicitation by The Heights of
women as mere tools for men to use, it causes as much harm as a XXX rated movie.
Many would say BC is just a Catholic school that is too stuffy and prudish to lighten up such advertisements, is the blind acand feel free to express itself. Well, the fact that BC is a Catholic school is not the reason ceptance, on the part of the administration, of the abused privilege
women did not pose. The women here have respect for themselves and understand the real (not
of operatingon this camaim of pornography: the making of women into objects to be taken by men at men's will. pus: right)
The Heights merely displays the
Are BC students prudes? (The word prude is derived from the French prudefemme, meaning ingratitude of a spoiled child in not
a wise or good woman and from Old French prode meaning good, capable and brave woman respecting the values of its sole
point out Mary Daly and Jane Caputi in Websters' First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the benefactor; the administration fails
English Language). If being prudes means not having women submit to something that in inculcating such values, or rather,
perpetuates the problems that stem from pornography (e.g. rape) then BC students should fails in making known that it requires
such respect as condition for the
be proud to be prudes.
of this favor.
reception
BC students should feel a great sense of pride that no women agreed to be photographed.
responsibility
The
incumbent
Many students worked diligently to educate the community about pornography and
the
administration
here is not
upon
successfully thwarted Playboy's attempt to take BC women and make them into objects for
matter, for the consea
trifling
men to violate.
quences of abortion are grave, not

natives. I make no direct referrals
and do not dispense birth control
materials.
As for the article in The Observer
I was misquoted, some words were
taken out of context and some of the
statements attributed to me were out
and out lies.
The real losers in the incident will
be the Boston College students who
will be reluctant to seek help from
their Health Services when in time
of need.

"

Margaret D. McNally, R.N.CFNP

The Heights immoral

Women's History Month Marches by
Month,
March
for the

As
is Women's History
it is important
BC community to participate
in the events happening on and off campus. In the next two weeks the Women's Resource
Center will sponsor two lectures: "What is a Witch," on March 14, 4:3opm and "The Effect
of Sex Differences on Choice of Major," on March 20 at 12 noon. Both of these events will
be held at the Women's Resource Center on the second floor of McElroy. UGBC Women's
Issues will sponsor a women's night at the McElroy Cafe as well as holding a round table
discussion about the history of the women's movement. UGBC Women's Issues has just
published the new "Women's Guide to Boston College," which is available at the UGBC
office in McElroy. Also, women interested in discussing relative topics in feminism or women
who would like to be in an atmosphere supportive offeminist views, should attend Womynfire
meetings every Tuesday at 7pm in McElroy 127. Events are also happening all over Boston
(please see page 27 of this issue for listings).
Students should take this month to educate themselves on the history of women and to
gain an understanding of why women's issues deserve more attention in our society.

merely for those immediately in-

volved, but also for those in communication with one who obtains
an abortion. Consider that the
Church weighs heavily its role of
teaching the faith and love of Christ,
which includes the protection of
human life from the very moment of
conception, a teaching which the
Church has always proclaimed.
Thus, the members of Christ's body
are called to witness to the Truth of
His Church's teachings, for the propagation of life, which is bestowed by
the Creator at conception, and
redeemed for eternity by Christ's
own precious blood. The issue of
abortion concerns both physical life
begun in the womb, which warrants
the protection of the unborn, and
eternal life in the spirit, which can
be forfeited by the denial of Christ
in war against the members of His
universal Church. Such a war is
waged every day at abortuaries
throughout the country, including
Repro, in a campaignagainst the innocents of our age. Canon 1398 of
Church Law states: "A person who
procures a completed abortion incurs an automatic excommunication". Such a one is anathema not

by decree of the Church, but by placing oneself outside the Church in
undertaking a criminal action
against an innocent member of
Christ's spiritual body. The administration of this university remains mute to the killing of innocent
babies in the womb which it cannot
see, but can it remain blind to the
solicitation and condonement, in its
own home, of an action which carries with it such a grave penalty of
exclusion from Christ's Church?
Michael Raiger, Grad. A&S

Observer unChristlike
To the Editor:

Each new issue of The Observer
of Boston College brings further
proof that under its veneer of Roman
Catholic orthodoxy (which they apparently believe to be coextensive
with Republican conservatism) lies
a remarkably unChristlike attitude
toward the world and humanity. The
latest example of this self-exposure
is the cheap shot directed against
Mrs. Dukakis on page 2 of the

February issue ("Kitty Dries Out").
Is this what Jesus of Nazareth has
taught his disciples to do? Gloat over
the suffering and humiliation of
another human being? How easy it
is to join the ranks of the Pharisees!
When has self-righteousness, intransigence or lack of compassion ever
succeeded in furthering the cause of
the Gospel?
Franco Mormando, SJ
Dept. of Romance Languages

the
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Is it any wonder students don't date?
Commentary/John Mallon

When premature, indiscriminate,
or reckless sexual union occurs between two people it will most likely
short-circuit the possibility of any
satisfying relating between them on
any other level. One of the most enchanting qualities of sexuality- or
people for that matter- is mystery. Today sex has been reduced to
function-and not even a biological
function at that. It is considered a
recreational function. Sex is a game
and the human body a toy with
which it is played. The modern mind
has "liberated" sex from any of its
aspects that made it meaningful or
important-let alone mysterious,
sacred, or holy. "Sex is a beautiful
thing" was the oft-heard cry at the
beginning of the sexual revolution
which then proceeded to strip sex
of all of its beauty. Giving one's self
has since given way to taking one's
pleasure. When something
"malfunctions" in this system and
life is "accidently" transmitted
through this exchange, society now

deems it acceptable to take that life
before it can develop.
For many, this scenario, though acceptable to them, is deemed provisional as if to say, "I'll just do this
until the 'real thing' comes along."
(The "real thing" usually translates
into the dream of one special person.) Yet, with our sexuality emptied
of our humanity how are we to
recognize the presumed higher
qualities that distinguish the "real
thing?"
The sexual revolution has at least
done this much for us: We used to
be repressed and frustrated. Now we
are alienated and frustrated. Or did
we just shift the locus of our repression and frustration? We now exchange bodily fluids freely but pack
our hearts in ice behind fortress
walls. And how necessary this is.
Sexual intercourseis by nature a very
vulnerable business<lesigned for
naked self giving. When it is engaged in with someone hardly knownand therefore hardly to be trusted
with the gift of one's self, something
must be protected. Modesty of the

body has been replaced by repression of the heart.
The heart, our spiritual center, is
terribly vulnerable, and, while longing to be shared, it requires a secure
setting and a powerful outward expression of trust in which to be
shared with with freedom and abandon. Marriage is that traditional setting of spiritual, social and physical
security. Because such a powerful
expression as sexual intercourse carries such powerful meanings and
consequences on every level, it requires marriage in order to be fully
celebrated without any restraint or
repression. Of course this marriage
must be based on a selfless kind of
love, maintainable not by human
power alone, but by Cod's grace.
It follows, then, that the JudaeoChristian ideal of one woman-one
man faithful for life in marriage, is
the only setting for a truly liberated,
fulfilled, and fully human sexuality.
It provides something worth waiting
for, restores importance and responsibility to our union producing a
shared life rather than just a shared

Myths about Rescue dispelled
To the Editor:

Recently, a student wrote a letter
to The Heights that complained of

a lack of information, of a campaign
of misinformation concerning the
modus operandi of a "right to life"
group known as "Operation
Rescue." He was right, there is a
need to dispel the general lack of
knowledge concerning this
operation.

FACT: the groupknown as Operation Rescue is a highly media-conscious machine. Previous exshown
that
perience has
demonstrators base decisions on
what cities to target partly on the
response of the police. Operation
Rescue organizers usually try to
negotiatewith police to be arrested
?slowly so they can maximize media

attention and keep the clinic blocked for as long as possible. If Operation Rescue organizers are pleased
with the outcome of their
demonstrators they will return again
and again, as they did in Atlanta
(source: Planned Parenthood League
for Massachusetts).
FACT: concerning

Randall

Terry,

founder of Operation Rescue: Mr.
Terry began his organizationin 1984
in Binghamton, New York. He
modeled the organization and
himself after a man named Joseph
Scheidler (executive director of the
Pro-Life Action League, dismissed by
many as a "radical fringe group that
has embarrassed even the leaders of
the right to life movement"). Mr.
Terry has gone so far as to dress and
model his personal grooming after
this man. In 1984, Mr. Scheidler had
to cut down on the amount of time
spent with his organization. His activities had to be curbed due to

numerous pending prosecutions.
However, his income was reported

in the seven figures at the time of his

semi-retirement. Mr. Terry seized
this as an opportunity to fill the void.
Mr. Terry was a deacon in a small
church and a car salesman for used
cars. To supplement his income at
the time he took over the already
established organization from Mr.
Scheidler. Mr. Terry's motivations are
more of the monetary than the
spiritual. While on the surface, these
people appear to be good Christians, middle class American, in actuality, Mr. Terry and his followers,
or inner circle, as he refers to them,
are attempting to tap into the emotions of the issue. Mr. Terry's
manipulative power or abilities over
people and their emotions in this
issue are the basis for his ability to
disguise his true nature and objectives. That being the case, it is his
desire to use the group and their
causes as a means to fulfill his bank
account at the expense of his
followers and the general public
(source: Memorandum, City of
Atlanta Bureau of Police Services).
FACT: concerning Joan Andrews
(St. Joan of Newark): the movement
considers her to be a martyr. She
may be responsible for the increased militancy of the rescue
movement. Andrew will break into
clinics, damage property, and in at
least one case, injure people to accomplish her goal. It is very likely
that Andrews' influence will cause
the organization to become increasingly militant to counteract improved police operations. It is
rumored that there is a power struggle between Terry and Andrews for
leadership of this anti-abortion force
(source: Memo concerning the
Resue Operation 12/31/88, Brookline
Police force).

FACT: concerning the methods of
Operation Rescue in rescues performed in Brookline, MA on
11/26/88 and 12/31/88 respectively:
following a demonstration at Planned Parenthood, 1031 Beacon Street
on 11/26, leaders of the pro-life action networkexpressed displeasure
at the low numbers of arrests.
Presumably, they did not accomplish their goal of inundating
the local media and police departments. Some members of the
organization stated that the police
department would not "get off so
easy next time." 12/31: the
demonstration deviated from some
of the guidelines set forth by Randall
Terry. Specifically, the group at 1297
Beacon Street invaded the
building...Some demonstrators verbally abused the police and engaged in philosophical diatribes with individual officers. The demonstrators
proved to be more physical in their
attempts to break through police
lines. All these tactics seem to indicate a more militant stance by the
anti-abortion forces (source: ibid).
FACT: concerning the posture
taken by Operation Rescues as a
group dedicated to civil rights: "This
is very different from anything Martin Luther King engaged in. King 'exercised' his constitutional rights, he
never prevented others from exercising theirs" (Center for Constitutional
Rights attorney Joan Gibbs).

Members ofOperation Rescue say
that they are trying to save babies'
lives. But what of the women's lives
and health, threatened by untimely
pregnancies or by the back alley
abortions that were commonplace
before 1973?
Kara Hayes, A&S '89

bed or experience. Men and women
are happier when they are meeting
their responsibilities rather than running from them.
The sexual revolution has killed
romance. One of the rarest sights on
a college campus is a couple in love.
A couple walking hand in hand on
campus is an unusual sight. I have
a feeling that many starchy old professors who once harumphed at that
sort of thing now secretly long to see
it. One year the girls complained
that the boys never asked them out.
The next year the boys complained
that the girls wouldn't go out with
them-indeed the girls wereastonished at being asked and needed to
have it explained to them. Students
usually run in packs, get drunk, and
try to "scope and scoop." Actual
dating requires genuine human interaction, which is increasingly rare
and uncomfortable, but which also,
unfortunately, thanks to modern
"liberated" sexual attitudes, carries
a tense confusion for both parties
over what is expected of them. This
"liberated" sexual milieu has
created a burdensome societal and
sexual expectation that goes against
the grain of the human heart which
longs for something more. Is is any
wonder that students don't date? It
is easier not to bother. The absence
of traditions and standards, combined with the sex role confusion of our
age can make it simply too stressful.
The extreme polemics of current
"sexual politics" raise the anxiety
stakes of being accepted or rejected.
It become so overwhelming and
frustrating that it is easier for cynical

We at O'Connell House would
like to sincerely thank all of those
who helped make this year's Middlemarch Ball a success once again.
The cooperation of those responsible for the various locations, administrators, The Heights, and
especially the student body has
enabled us to continue this beloved annual event.
For those interested or confused,
the procedure used was: The first set
offive clues along with the rules was
printed in The Heights on Monday,
February 6th. The second set of five
clues was printed in The Heights on
the following Monday, February
13th. The third set of clues was
posted in the display case in front of

O'Connell House at Bam, Monday,
February 20th. At each location a
voucher, good for an invitation for
one couple, was given to the first 25
people in line.
We hope those of you who participated enjoyed the hunt. We feel
it helps make Middlemarch the
single most special event at Boston
College.
For those of you who may have
been stumped, here are the clues
and the answers:
1. You have to pass before you collect your first million. You can't
always look through the eyes of a
saint, You may have to wait until you
graduate. The low road is blocked
by dirty looks, but the high road we
travel only hints at books.
2. When the year is new and
you're feeling blue, This one's for

you. The lighthouse shines on their

what the he 11..."
The young woman (or man, for
that matter) who chooses, in Christian fashion, to remain a virgin until marriage feels like a freak while
getting little if any support from
celibate or married chaplains or professors of both sexes who are often
at least ten years behind the times
in thinking that being trendy and
"non-repressive" makes them
popular and more "in touch," and
therefore the Church more attractive.
But

who

wants to turn to a church

that gives the same message as the
extremely broken and chaotic

world?

Is it any wonder students don't
date? We have seen a demonic invasion of the two main purposes of
God's gift of sexuality. We see sex
which brings forth alienation and
separation into relationships instead
of union, and sex which brings forth
death in the form of abortion and
AIDS rather than new life in the form
ofchildren. It is a scenario that could
only have been hatched in hell: The
complete inversion of the Catholic
vision for sexuality. And we bought
it.

The alienation and frustration
brought about by the dehumanizing
of sexuality (sometimes called its
"liberation") has brought about a
generation of yearning young hearts
who know all about sex, emptiness,
and despair, but know4i{t]e of love,
fullness, and joy.

John Mallon

AIDS kills, even at BC
To the Editor:
Your recent article about HC
students' attitudes regarding AIDS
clearly indicated that much needs
to be done to educate the BC studentabout her/his risk for HIV infection. Although your paper is a student forum perhaps you can annotate this tetter somehow, A quick
look at some AIDS statistics will
help convince BC students that
AIDS is a serious problem for them.
The current figures (1/23/89) for
the AIDS caseload by age at time of
diagnosis are as follows:
1,134
under 5 years
5 to 12
241
13 to 19
338
20 to 29
17470
39,034
30 to 39
26,286
over 40 years
84,503
total all ages
For college campuses the real
issue is not when a diagnosis takes
place but when infection occurs
since as your article points out the
incubation period is longer than a
stay at colege. A mean time of 11
years is one estimate of this period.
Thus we calculate in a simplistic way
the age at infection for current persons with AIDS (PV\S\s). Approximately 21% of current PWAs were
infected between the ages of 9 and
18 years of aget An additional 46%

Where were Middlemarch tickets?
To the Editor:

sex to take over in the spirit of "Oh,

Locations: 1. The upstairs study
weathered faces guiding them safe- area in the ground level of Bapst
ly to their home bases. Three strikes Library.
2. The dugout of the baseball diaand you know where to go.
3. Conte, Chicas, Bombara are all mond at Shea Field.
on a plaque, They've gone ahead
3. The O'Connell conference
now and they're not coming back. room in O'Connell House.
Five are there, but the third is off
4. The dining room in 80 Comlimits.
monwealth Avenue.
5. The Chorale room on the fourth
4. Building a new foundation on
the shoulders of alumni. Am I new, floor of Lyons.
The staff hopes that most people
am I old, am I early, am I late. 4/5
of a century have I built on this state. consider this system a fair one. If
In and down or down and out, Over anyone has any suggestions for imdinner let's discuss what it's all provement or is interested in
volunteering please feel free to call
about.
5. Aspiring above courtly love, 552-4310. Again, thank you for your
Higher and higher flies the white enthusiasm and support. Middove. The face of the first will say, dlemarch wouldn't be the same
"2045" points the way. BC's voice without be the same without it!
is like music to my ears, Together as
The O'Connell House Staff '88^89
one, changing through the years.

of today's PWAs were infected between the ages of 19 and 28.
The Surgeon General has identified high school through college
students as a demographic group
with high risk behaviors and in need
of intensive education, for this very
reason. So while the prevalence of
AIDS on US campuses may be low,
the data suggests that college years
are years of high risk for infection.
There is another factor which
must be understood and that is the
geographic distribution of the AIDS
virus. Boston like other major US
cities is a region of high per capita
HIV infection. Thus any unprotected
sexual activity carries a higher risk
here than in more remote regions of
the country. One of the students
quoted suggested that AIDS was not
a problem at a "good university.''l
am not sure what was meant by a
good university but with respect to
HIV infection perhaps a good
university is in Alaska or Greenland
certainly not in Boston.

The last issue I would like to address is safe sex. The only safe sex
is that which one has in the privacy
of her/his bedroom alone. In postHIV-infected America any sexual activity with new partners whether
they are same or opposite sex is
risky. That risk is quantifiable and
depends on the type of sex (vaginaly
oral, etc.), the previous behaviors of
the partners, the regional HIV infection rate, etc. The risks should be
assessed carefully by both partners.
Especially by the people most at risk
those between ages of 12 and 28.
So 1 takethe exception tothe student
who suggested that he would never
consider a condom just because of
the risk of the HIV infections. He
may be dead wrong.
?

?

The risk of HIV is real for BC
students, ills' scary and it will not go
away by hiding your heads in the
sand. Throughout this letter I have
been reminded of my first buddy,
Nick, whodied when he was 24. He

"normal upstanding kid
good university" and did not

too was a
at a

know enough about AIDS

William J. Brunken, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology
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Waiting for a Macintosh in O'Neill?
Win one in Roberts Center!
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Come to MegaMeeting 3
and register to win a
Macintosh SE* from

Apple Computer.
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Acius, Adobe, Adventurer, Aldus, Apple, Articulate Systems,
Ashton Tate, Caere, Campaign Associates, Claris, DataDesk, Everex, Farrallon,
First Aid, Fox, GCC Technologies, Kinkos, Letraset, Logitech, Magnus,
Mediagenic, Microseeds, Microsoft, Natural Intelligence, PixelLogic, Prefferred
Publishers, QMS, Quark, Radius, Raster Ops, Smethers Barnes, SuperMac,
Strategic Alliance, Symantec, Symmetry, TOPS-SUN, Word Perfect.

Seminars:

Learn how the Macintosh can give you The power to be your
best in word processing, publishing, finance and graphic design. MEGAmeeting,
1 sponsored by the Boston Computer Society, Apple Computer and Boston
College, is the Northeast's largest user group event.

DemOS

Discounts:

Exhibitors will demonstrate their latest
Macintosh products. Many are selling their products at a discount.
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Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Admission: $2. Free with BC ID.
More

617/552 8640
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the

UGBC debates were marred by poor turnout

By CYNTHIA M. HEANEY

Heights News Editor
Oliver North came to campus four
months ago, yet from the audience
at last Tuesday night's UGBC
presidential debate, it was hard to
tell that he had been here at all,
much less caused the overwhelming
reaction and display of organized
opposition that he did.
Looking about, it was difficult to
remember that this was the campus
on which over 1000 students signed a petition calling for Oliver
North's lecture to be cancelled. It
was difficult to remember how the
Heights was flooded with over 50
letters protesting Oliver North.
Why this disbelief? The students
simply did not go to the debate.
There were approximately 150 to
180 students, out of a campus of
more
slightly
than 8500
undergraduates. This is roughly 2%
attendance. I suppose the phrase
"student apathy" might be
somewhat trite and a bit overused,
so I'll use some synonyms that
replace it, like "stupor," "torpor," or
just plain "indifference."
Many people were loud in
criticizing thefee of $25,000 paid to
Oliver North for his speech. Don't
they realize that it is one of these
eight candidates who will ultimately have final say over the distribution
of next year's $350,000 in activities
fees collected from each student?
How can people decide who to
vote for if they do not know how

they stand on the issues? It is
frightening to think this audience is
indicative of the number ofstudents
who will not vote at all, but it is more
frightening still to think that it may
be indicative of those that will.

It is not unreasonable to think the
student body is only taking its cue
from the faculty and administration.
For a campus on which a petition
condemning the UGBC for paying
Oliver North to speak here was signed by a large number of faculty and
administrative members, and a $234
ad was taken out in the Heights to
print this petition, the debate was
sadly lacking in faculty and administrative attendance. I say lacking, but I mean bereft.

Now, everyone knows that the
faculty and administration cannot
vote for the UGBC president, but this
idea was never intended to completely isolate one from the other. A
show of at least a little interest would
be appreciated.
A question was posed to the candidates from a person in the audience asking what they would do
if they were Fr. Monan for a day, and
I echo one candidate in saying "If
I were Fr. Monan, I would be here."

Of those students who did make
it to the debate, a trend was seen
when the moderator asked only
those students unconnected with a
particular candidate to raise their
hands. This turned out to be about
30 students, or approximately V* to
Vi of the audience. Basically, this
means a whopping 4% of the student body actually went to the
debate to try and decide on a candidate to vote for. It was rather ironic
to hear the candidates thanking the
audience for comng in their closing
speeches. I say trend, because a
similar thing happened last year.
At the debate a number of issues
were brought up concerning special
interest groups on campus.
However, there were very few
representatives of these groups
there. It seems a little less than fair
to see these issues debated to such
extent when thoseaffected by them
are not there to ask the questions or
even to hear the answers when
somebody else does.
The debate attendance was not

AMIL BOXES ETC. USA
1148 Centre Street
Newton Centre, MA 02159
(617) 244-0908

__

,_,__

the same individuals at two debates
in a row. Not to point fingers or
anything.
There is one more UGBC
presidential debate left before the
decision becomes final. It is on
March 15, 7-9pm, in McGuinn
Auditorium. Let's get it together,
everyone. What do people need to
make them show up for these things?
Maybe they just need their kegs to
be taken away. (Or maybe not.
Remember how many people showed up at City Hall.)

On March 17th,
O'Capucino's is cooking
with an Irish Brogue for
lunch and dinner.
Come to Capucino's.
You'll love the generous portions and modest prices.
Here are a few of our creative dishes.
Tipperary's Lasagne. St. Pat's Cacciatore. Irish Linguine.

"

M-F 9:30-spm

S 10:00-2pm

\ In Tht Atrium Willi

For: PHOTO COPIES \£^/
1-i

entirely the student body's fault.
There was little publicity for either
this debate or the first one that was
held. Posters and banners would nol
have been a bad idea. I wonder how
the Election Committee supposed
the information would be passed?
Objective students at both
debates were certainly not helped by
moderators who picked out only
familiar faces in the audience to
pose questions. As a result, students
were treated to several loaded,
double-edged questions asked by

mm

/

capucino's

50% off with this ad. Limit 100.

DO YOU HAVE TO
MOVE OFF?CAMPUS
IN THE FALL?
DO YOU NEED A
SUMMER SUBLET?
CALL

THE MACKIN GROUP, INC.
(617) 739-9030

We specialize in
Apartments near B.C.
\u2605*\u2605*\u2605***\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605

Special of the week
4 Bedroom: walking distance
to 8.C., 2 pkg. space, avail.
Sept. 1. $2200 htd.
*\u2605***\u2605*****\u2605

***

ri»torante

Brookline 1370 Beacon St. 731-4848 Newton 1114 Beacon St. 527-2440
Marblehead 40 Atlantic Ave. 639-2442

it's a lot of
risky
business.,.
Our risk assumption philosophies
and underwriting career opportunities
with Chubb & Son Inc. are the topics
we would like to discuss with you.
JOIN US!
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UGBC candidates talk about the issues the 198UGBCpresident musftace inofice
Contributors: Karen Brophy, Kathleen Flynn, Cynthia
Heaney, Patricia McNemey, bin Murphy
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He said his qualities include hav-

He said he has motivation and
He said he has excellent comwill make a strong effort and com- munication skills, can relate to peoas resident so he knows the concerns mitmentto UGBC. He said he feels p | e he works with, and get his point
of different types of people. He said he has the ability to create action in across. He also said he feels he has
he has the ability to motivate peo- government, which he has already good organizational skills, resulting
pie. He also said that he would fight proven. Most importantly, he said from experience with UGBC profor the rig^ts °* l^e mic ' c" e c ' ass tnat ne wi " nave a year °* accoun gramming and the judicial board.
tability to the students since he will He said his sense of humour helps
students.
be a junior.
him make light of tough situations.

ing been a commuter student as well
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He said he wants to make women
more aware of the problem of daterape and would develop programs
to make students more aware of it.
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concerns of nursing students.

He said Women's Issues needs
He said that Women's Issues in his
more revenue from UGBC. He said administration will stress education
he would also hold a date-rape and safety issues on campus. He also
awareness program at freshman said that women's issues will not be
orientation. He said he believes such a small segment of UGBC as

Women's Issues needs more publici- it has been in the past. He plans to
ty and awareness and termed it in an expand and integrate it along the
"integral part of BC."
lines of his campaign theme.

He said he would hold prejudice
He said he would like to create an
Intercultural Awareness Day. He said awareness workshops during
he would like to give groups such freshman orientation. He said he
as AHANA and ethnic groups more would emphasize combining
opportunity to integrate and explore AHANA programming with nontheir interests with all students.
AHANA students. He said AHANA
students need more representation
in UGBC, the faculty, RA's and the
Board of Trustees.
He said he believes in MassPlßG's
right to remain on campus unfunded because he believes in what thev
are doing. He also said he does not
believe that MassPIRG should get
undergraduate funds because it on'y focuses on Massachusetts, rather
than a national scale.
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election dateS. DO VOU feel there are
Other integral Changes needed in UGBC?
"

*

eluding commuters, RA's, and each
class, to give a more well rounded
voice in the decision making of all
UGBC administrative departments.
He also wants to pursue and support
the recruitment of more interracial
and intercultural administration.

He said he feels students should
He said he supports MassPIRG as
decide through direct vote whether an organization and if it is the
MassPIRG should receive UGBC students' request per referendum
funding. He said he will personally that they be funded by students'ac-

vote against MassPIRG because he
feels they won't reveal their budget
and won't compromise or debate,
among other things.

tivity fees then he would respect it.
He said, however, that BCPIRG
needs to be fair in how they ask for
money from UGBC and they need
to be willing to compromise.

He said in the past years the
Senate has been lackadaisical but
that would not happen in his administration. He said he would do
all he could to see that senators take
part in making the decisions that aff ect the students.

He said the Senate would play a
He said that there will be more invery important role in his ad- teraction between the executive and
ministration. He termed the Senate the Senate and there will be more
a voice beyond the UGBC cabinet representation during the summer
because they declare student opi- so that senators are present when

n ion as well as make decisions.

critical decisions are being made.
Senate representatives will also be
present at cabinet meetings to provide greater communication.

He said his biggest concern is to
keep programming as part of UGBC.
He said he feels the president should
have responsibility to decide what
kind of programming is at BC. He
ne wou 'd 'ike to get input
from students as to what they want
to see, through the use of leaflets and

He said he would implement a
survey system in which students
would declare who or what type of
speaker they want and how much
would be paid the speaker. He said
the first survey would come out
before school ends in May for the
summer programming.

He said he would separate it back
into its two original bodies, social
programming, and lecture programming. He would then create
representative committeesfilled by
a broad spectrum of the student
body. This will increase cornmunication and result in a higher
quality of programming.

He said the biggest change he
would like to see is intellectual programming and making students
aware of what is happening on campus. He said there are ways this
could be done inexPensive 'y' like
having teachers announce things in
class and having a bulletin board,

He said he would like to see the
role of UGBC changed from just programming coordinators to become
advocates and supporters of
students. He said he would do this
bv making student services the
number one priority in his
administration.

He said he would like to see the
student body become less apathetic
and more involved. He would
facilitate that by making UGBC
more accessible to students. By expanding and integrating UGBC
apathy is dissolved and at the same
time a sense of spirit is created.

He said he would like to see the
UGBC play more of a key role in
making decisions such as tuition
hikes. He also said he believes that
certa n grou Ps should be able to appoint their own UGBC vke president and have it respected by the
president.

He said one integral change is to
make UGBC more representative of

He said that communication is the
biggest internal change he would
like to see. It is important, he said,
that UGBC let the student body
know what is happening and is
receptive to criticisms. Specific plans
include creating a central UGBC
bulletin board for daily activities and
reintroducing the UGBC newsletter.

flyers.

What iS the mOSt important Change yOU

He said that AHANA needs
greater representation in UGBC, in-

i

the student population and make
student services the most important
function ofthe government. He said
through this, many problems such
a s AHANA and Women's Issues
would be solved.

the
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He said he has the qualities ol
He said that he is cooperative and
responsibility, organization, open- willing to work to the fullest of his
ness, and rational reasoning. He said ability to get jobs done. He also said
he feels that UGBC is poorly run and he is not one to take all power into
doesn't respond to people. He said his hands and is willing to listen to
he does not just talk, he gets things people's input, feelings and suggesdone.
tions.
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He said he feels his motives are
sound, and that he cares about BC
an d wants to be a good president,
He said he is confident in his
abilities, and feels he is fairto a range
of student groups and is responsible
for the performance of the

government.

I

'«

Andy Sriubas

B

He said he is a hard working perHe said he has enthusiasm,
son that gets along well with a lot knowledge of the subject matter, and
of people. He said too that he is a leadership. He said he has been ingood listener which, he said is a volved in government affairs since
good quality in a UGBC president, high school, and is currently Vice
He said he is also capable of respon- President of University Affairs and
ding to the concerns and needs of President of the Political Science
the students.
Association.

He said he would like to see information reported on rapes, keeping the names out of the stories; better lighting on campus, the Escort
Service upgraded, and more foot
patrolmen on campus. He said he
is willing to work with any women's
group who came to him.

ne ee | s tn js js an jm por
tant position. In regards to changes,
he said he feels as long as the person represents Women's Issues to
me government anc | the government
tQ Women's Issues, he sees no proD | em wjtn me offj' ce tne wa y it is.

He said the women's issues segmentof UGBC has done a good job
°f informing students about the
issues and problems that women
ace He a ' so sa'd tnere are issues
which face both men and women at
BCand that this should be expandEd to gender issues so they more fully represent the enti re student body.

He said he felt it is important to
bring back Culture Day on the
Dustbowl to promote the integration
said he would like to see education of all clubs. He said that AHANA
begin during the FA program. He should continue to have speakers,
said Intercultural Night is a step in and that the AHANA president
the right direction, but more events should be part of the UGBC
like this are needed.
administration.

He said he would like to have
organized religious services other
than Catholic on campus. He said
it is important that every ethnic
group be given more time, classes
and resources. He said that UGBC
should take a stronger role in
AHANA programming.

He said that his past three years
with the International club has made
him aware ofthis group and the problems that often occur. Problems
such as World Fiesta Day are a
positive step in alleviating common
misconceptions that we have about
eagh other, he said.

He said AHANA's elected president should be the representative to
UGBC. He said that the UGBC president must support AHANA by aclively going to events. He said he
would also involve more people in
programming to appeal to different

He said he feels if any group can
get enough student representation,
they have the right to receive funding, but only if a petition is signed
by a majority of students. He said he
feels that if MassPIRG doesn't want
to compromise, than it should not
be on campus.

He said that he is against
MassPIRG funding because he feels
it is not representative of the whole
campus and the amount of money
it receives is not appropriate. He also
said that if the majority of students
on campus support it in the petition,
it should remain here.

He said that since MassPIRG won
a majority of students who wanted

If BCPIRG is successful in attaining signatures from 50% of the student body on its petition he said he
would respect their funding. He
said, however, BCPIRG should be
prepared to earn the privilege by
educating and informing students if
they receive so extensive an amount.

Ho said that he does not support
the present financial state of
MassPIRG although he has "no problem" with the issues. He said
MassPIRG must involve more
students in off campus events and institute more programming,

He said that the Senate should be
here over the summer and work
together with the executive. He said
he would be open to its suggestions
and ideas as representatives of the
student body, in order to better meet

He stated that he will always go
through the Senate with his decisions. He said "he wants the
legislative and executive branches to
work closely together.

He said he would like to see an
active Senate, but that it is up to it
to see that this happens. He said in
regards to charges of neglect of the

He said that his past two years in
the Senate have enabled him to see
the Senate and the executive come
in conflict. The job of both groups,
he said, is to work for the students
and he sees no reason the two can
not work togetherfor that common
goal. His adminstration will be attentive to the ideas of the Senate.

He said that the Senate must be
actively involved in UGBC committees that are set up and that each
committeeshould have a senator appointed to it. He said that the President must be constrained by the
Constitution, and also that the Constitution needs work.

He said he would elect a vice
president for programming that
would reach out to everyone's needs
through petitioning. He said that he
would not miss deadlines and
would work over the summer on his

He said he feels the UGBC has
responsibility to actively find out the
interests of the student body,
through a variety of surveys. He said
he would like to see a lecture series
rather than individual lectures, and
would like to see events that would
not have been possible were it not
for the university.

He said he feels it is important to
bring several different speakers on
campus that appeal to a variety of
students and bring with them a different perspective on campus. He
also said he believes that the funding
of clubs is an important part of
creating more diverse campus programming and activity.

He said he would like to set up a
Programming Council almost
separate from the direct control of
the executive branch. All events
would be voted on by the entire
council rather than just 2or 3 peopie. The president would still have
ultimate veto power.

He said he would like to see the
fringe elements at BC be less attacked and disdained, and more
tolerancebe shown by students. He
said he would like to see a wide
range of interests catered to, through
programming and the delegation of
office space.

He said he would like to see more
studentsget involved in campus activity whether it's through clubs, attending UGBC events, or directly
getting involved in the UGBC itself,
By providing students with a better
sense of campus activity through
communication, he said students
will become more excited with BC.

He said he would most like to see
student involvement through
changes. He said the present UGBC
is not conducive to student involvement. Through his proposed Programming Council he would like to
effect this change,

The most important change in
UGBC he said he would like to see
is that the Senate stay over the sum. mer and take an active part in the
decisions that are made at this time.
should not use academic speakers A change he said he would not like
as large financial producers.
to see is having program ming made
a S pin off of UGBC.

He said he would like to see
surveys to listen to the concerns and
ideas of students such as what
speakers they would like to hear as
well as open office hours for
students to come in and talk to him
personally about issues. The best

He said that his platform includes
a lot of ideas of change. He said he
would like to see more student involvement, a Programming Council
set up, and an Allocation Board set
up to review UGBC funding for

He said he would like to develop
and expand on the Women's
Resource Center and provide education and awareness geared towards
men, too. He said he would make
the campus safer by starting a
designated walker program and improving the lighting on campus.

He said he would like to initiate
a stronger lecture series for AHANA
and other intercultural groups. He

the student body's demands.

He said he feels there is no reason
BC can't have big concerts and big
names, since it has the facilities. But

he also said he favors having maybe
fivesmaller speakers instead of one
big one to better meet the needs of
all students. He said UGBC should
be more open to student input.

programming.

He said he sees a lack of
He said the most important thing
communication?especially bet- he would like to see is more student
ween off campus, commuter, and contributions and input from comNewton Campus residents. He said muter students. He said he would set
he would like to establish a bulletin aside funds for club functions to get
board in a central location to an- people involved, and would do his
nounce campus events and promote best to reach out to people.
greater integration in this way.

He said he feels UGBC should
play an active rather than passive
role, especially when dealing with
the Board ofTrustees and with things
like tuition hikes and the spring
break date. He said it should also
communicate itself better by
reaching out to all students.

He said that any major programming events should have a student
survey. He said the deficit must be
cuttozeroby using high quality programming. He said that UGBC

|_j e

-

it funded, UGBC has an obligation
to respect this. He said if UGBC has
questions concerning MassPIRG, it
should be maintained while they ask
for accountability. He said that the
ballot was clear on what students
wanted.

Senate by the president, he feels it
is the Senate's responsibility to stay
over the summer and keep tabs on
things,

-

change within UGBC would be for
the executive to listen and respond.

He said he feels this is a very important issue and the President must
support Women's

Issues personally

He said he calls for awareness,

education and safety, and would like
to expand the Escort Service to inelude more vans and off campus
service.

groups.

clubs,

*'
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Group seeks students
active in community

COLLEGE

STUDENTS
GET
EVERYTHING
THEY
WANT

The W. Seavey Joyce, SJ Award!
has been established by his friends
as a living memorial to this former
Boston public affairs leader, Boston
College President, and Michigan

your work
so many.

?

just as Fr. Joyce did for

The current Board members for
this award are: Joseph Appleyard,
SJ, Mary Agnes Anderson, Timothy
Anderson, Pamela Cooney, Thomas
Graham, Richard E. Hughes, Kevin
J. Hull, Henry Jackelen, Anne
Elizabeth Kelly, Anne C. Kenney,
Joseph P. McDonough, Maureen
McShane, Richard J. Olsen, Regina
Harte Ryan, and Mary Kay Sigaty.
Please submit your nomination
letter including information about
your work in Boston and yourfuture
plans. Please attach three letters of
recommendation.
Nomination letters should be
mailed by April 1 to:
W. Seavey Joyce, SJ Award
936 Nantasket Avenue

pastor.

It will be first awarded this May to

a Boston College junior chosen for
his or her involvement in
community affairs, advocacy or

political work to improve the city of
Boston or the plight or its
underserved people.
If you are a junior who has been
actively working to improve Boston
while you have been a BC student
then please consider nominating
yourself for this Award.
The Award is a gold medallion, a
check for $1500, and the offer of
whatever support and guidance
which the Board can offer to help in

Hull, Massachusetts 02045

Heaney and McNerney would like to wish the rest of the News
section, the Heights, and BC in general a very Happy St. Patrick's Day!!

And right now you can get a great deal on just about every album, cassette, and CD
that you want at Good Vibrations. Bring in these valuable coupons and pick up the
hottest music at the hottest savings. Choose from our huge selection of
titles including the top college hits you see below. So hurry in and let
Good Vibrations continue to help you get everything you want.

SUPER COUPON #2

n 1.99

SUPER COUPON #1

ANY CASSETTE OR LP
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Marshall's Shopping

Center, 969-3445
Brookline, 487 Harvard Street, 566-3444
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Canada Dry® is the presenting sponsor
of the Super Cities Walk.

A 15k-Walk
Sunday, April 9, 1989
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Present this coupon and receive any compact disc
(regularly priced up to $14.95) for $11.99. Limit 3.
This coupon not valid with other offers. Expires
3/18/89. Redeemable at Good Vibrations.
Bh
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Present this coupon and receive any cassette or LP
(regularly priced up to $9.48) for $6.99. Limit 3.
coupon not valid with other offers. Expires
3/18/89. Redeemable at Good Vibrations.
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Retraction

The story titled "Lecture probes abortion and feminism ties" that was printed on page 13 of the February 21 issue was
incorrect. Dr. Sidney Callahan's views were expressed such as they could be misconstrued as being pro-choice when
in actuality she is pro-life. The Heights regrets this unfortunate misrepresentation.

Annual medieval series broadens its scope
By INCRID SCHROFFNER
Heights Assistant to the Editor

tures and demonstrations on the

Middle Ages.
Sponsored by the Honors Program
in the past two years, this year's
Medieval Series represents the interests of four new co-sponsors: the
Romance Languages Department,
the Fine Arts Department, the
Cinema Society, and the Film
Studies Program.
"The Program has been
somewhat piecemeal in the past,"
says program founder and Director
of Film Studies, John Michalczyk.
"We have never before had these
specialists together in the same
series," he explains.
Michalczyk attributes the founding of the Series to Malcom Miller
of Chartres, France, a speaker who

clude Medieval illustrations and a
slide presentation.
"Sacred and profane Music in
Medieval France," by Joel Cohen
and Anne Azema (Boston
Camerata), will reveal yet another
facet of the age on Thursday, April
6, in the Honors Program Library

literature."
Berger's presentation, "The

Sorceress: The Making of a Dramatic
Medieval Film," will take place at
4:oopm in McGuinn Auditorium.
BC History Professor Thomas
Perry will be the next contributor on
Monday, March 20 at 7:3opm in the
Honors Program Library (Casson
112). He will examine "Eternal
Rome: Persistence and Power in the
Classical Tradition," which will in-

This year he says his goal is to
"tailor to particular subjects," and
"appeal to not just honors people,
but to a broader spectrum." "Good
publicity over the entire campus on
all University levels is crucial," he
says. "We want to create a greater
interest in the Medieval as it relates

Beginning on Thursday, March 16,
a presentation by BC Professor
Pamela Berger, will kick off
"Medieval Images III," a series of lec-
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
The EMT program at Northeastern University
offers thorough, comprehensive classroom
training and a minimum of ten hours' emergency
room observation. After completing this ninecredit course, students are eligible to take the
state EMT licensing exam.

i
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Whether you're after a new career, a career-change, or learning lifesaving techniques, call (617) 272-5500 for more information about the
EMT program. Or send this coupon to Northeastern University, EMT
Paramedic Program, South Bedford Rd., Burlington, MA 01803.
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corporations.
So call any of our 125 centers for
information and class starting dates. The Kaplan
LSAT prep course could be the one pre-law course
that determines the course of your law career.
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
KAPLAN
STUDENT-BE ONE
A

Individual size pizza
and soup or salad
5 min. service
......

Take-out only
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with any other offer
Call ahead for take-out
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Start your law career
Call us!
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Allston, Copley Square, Kenmore Square.
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Receive an Express Lunch

Purchase any two
size pizzas for
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Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course.
After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT
students score over 40. That's the top 10%
nation-wide! And candidates who score over
40 on the LSAT enjoy the best chance of being
accepted to the law school of their choice and
going on to practice with top law firms or
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Our individual deep
dish pizza is perfectly
proportioned for any v* V
single person. Or,
L
bring home a good
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Take out a well
rounded individual.
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your Italian Leprechaun!
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Amy A.?
Happy St. Patty's Day

A Twelve-Week Course
to Improve Your Life
and Save Someone Else's

Kerri or Doni: 558-9048
Shana: 558-9089

Heights office,
McElroy 113

FREE

The Series will be concluded on
Thursday, April 20, by Ingmar
Bergman's Medieval Film, The
Seventh Seal, at 3:oopm in
McGuinn Auditorium.

Please contact:

s:3opm -10:00pm.
* Sign up in the *

BUY ONE,
GET ONE

13, at 7:3opm in the Honors Library

(Gasson 112).

Professor
Daniel Poirion, will expand on
"Woman in The Romance of the
Rose of Guillaume de Lorris and

for
The World of New Designs
FASHION SHOW
On Wednesday, March 22
at Citi Nightclub

The 9 hour class will
take place on March
29 and April 5 from

Jean de Meung on Thursday, April

(Gasson 112), at 7:3opm.
. A new speaker, Yale

TICKET INFORMATION

LEARN CPR

\u25a0"

to art, film, and music as well as

came to BC two years ago. "He
generated such an excitement that
I was inspired to create an annual
series," says Michalczyk.

|BC

BAR

Alleton, Copley Square, Kenmore Square,
Harvard Square, Faneull Hall

?

3/121

I

here.l
I
I
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Appalachia volunteers help others over break
"I met great people that I would

By TARA MCDONALD

Heights Associate Editor

never have

This year 138 BC students spent
their spring break doing volunteer
work through the Appalachia
Volunteer Program.

=l|MigF-flit
&

known, and

cultural experience," said Sarah
Billo, A&S '91.
Six different groups traveled to 5
states, staying with and working

through

various

assistance

organizations.

The program is totally student run,
but the University Chaplaincy office
provides support and continuity
from year to year, said Jack Hughes,

A&S '89, co-organizer of the 1989
program.
The 25 students who stayed in a
survival center in Crank's Creek,
Kentucky spent the week doing
physical labor in that community,
said Maureen Tierney, A&S '89, one

° ed £&
B
breakfast
The smart way

??

got a new

to

visit

BC

sckct private homes.

!?

'

W

\u25a0fiKfrifr"

Student volunteers in Orland, Maine, spent spring
parent families.

assistance organization, constructing an equipment shed and restoring an old orphanage, said Carrie
Morris, A&S '91, one of the 23
volunteers. Their activities inside the
building included tearing down
walls and ceilings, nailing up
wallboard, clearing out rubble, installing wiring, removing floor tiles,
and scraping and painting walls, said
Sue Trocciola, A&S '91.
In Orland, Maine, 18 students did
manual labor under the supervision
of a local employment and housing
opportunity organization, said
Hughes. Most of them shingled and
roofed a house, and some also worked in the logging camp that pro-

duces the wood shingles, said
Hughes.
A Lyria, Ohio group foster home
for 14- to 19-year-olds was the site of
another trip, said Derek McDonald,
A&S '91. McDonald, one of the
leaders of the trip, said the 25
students acted as "friends" to the
teenagersby entertainingthem and
taking them out, and also painted
some houses.
A group of 26 students renovated
private homes and assisted a civic
league in Ivanhoe, Virginia, said
Michele Notarianni, A&S '90. They
removed wallpaper and ceiling
board, installed electrical wiring and
sheet rock, built a porch, and
painted the inside of the town
firehouse, said Lisa Cass, SON '89.
Other students dug a ditch and
helped to balance the budget and
set up a filing system at the civic
league, said Notarianni.
In Center Point, West Virginia, the
BC group completed the interior of
one home and renovated the
bathroom in another, said Tim Harte,
A&S '89, a" group leader. The 16
students also worked on the farm on
which they stayed, said Harte.
The Appalachia volunteers
gathered $29,000 to pay for the six
trips, through donations and fun"
draising events such as a raffle, a
danceathon and a point drive, said
Hughes. The total cost this year was
about $21,000; the surplus will be
used to make donations to the
various organizations in the communities or will be left for next year's
group, he said.
Group leaders offered their services at the beggirfing of this year,
after the six trip locations were
established by Hughes and the other
program leader, Tim Harte, A&S '89,
said Hughes.

Free Directory

W. working on a house for single

of the group leaders. They painted,
finished an outhouse, put up a ceiling, built tables, and laid cement,
said Tierney.
The Jackson, Kentucky group
worked on the grounds of a private

£

441 wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game."

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political science, Spanish language and literature and
intensive Spanish. Sixweek session. July 3August 11,1989. Fully
accredited program.
M.A. degree in Spanish offered. Tuition
$510. Room and
board in Mexican
home $540.
EEQ/AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Education Bldg., Room 225
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602)621-4729 or

-'

i

i

i

621-4720
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Candidates discuss special interest groups
Continued from page 1

questions concerning women's
issues. Hentemann said the

vices on campus.

women's issues segment of UGBC
should be dedicated to educational
issues and directed to both the men
and women of BC. Redmond
agreed, and added that women's
issues should focus "not just on
women but on gender issues."
Bruce said that "the number one
thing this government is supposed
to do is represent students." He said
that in the case of MassPIRG his
decision will be based on a majority of student signatures on the petition. Personally he said he will vote
against MassPIRG because they influence the government for their
needs only.
Matarese said that he believes in
integration of the student body. This
can be achieved in AHANA with
functions
and intercultural
awareness, he said.
Lieshing stressed his theme of "inclusion not exclusion." He said
more intercultural awareness should
be initiated on campus.
Bruce had specific plans"for a pre-

After the debate Melville said that
regardless who wins, issues were
raised which will have to be addressed by the next president.
Baker came out in strong support
of commuter, SON, and AHANA
students. He recommended that
transportation be arranged to bring
SON students to their clinical practice sites and that AHANA receive
more UGBC funding.
The first debate was marked by

WORDS OF WISDOM
it It's your money, we're
just here to spend it.

?Joe Matarese

were Father Monan
I would take a walk
around campus.
?Chris Hentemann
?kNone of us want to
leave a deficit
?Greg Redmond
\u2605 /'m fiscally conservative but socially

.*// /

<

judice awareness workshop.
Bruce's claim that as a sophomore
he would have greater accountability to the student body since he
would be here a second year initiated discussion among the candidates.
Redmond rebutted his own question on the subject, saying that their
pledge as UGBC presidential candidates was proof of their commitment and awareness of the importance of accountability.
Baker said that his entire platform
was based on CARE: conviction, accountability, respect, and energy.
Therefore, despite the fact he will be
a senior, he will take his accountability seriously, said Baker.
All the candidates agreed that the
second debate went well. Matarese
said the audience went away with a
"fair idea of what each candidate
believes in."
Liesching said that the format of
the second debate enabled the
strengths and weaknesses of each
candidate to becomed more
evident.

-^J%
|fj

gingiss
formal wear

moderate

?-Andy Sriubus

irl'm proud not to have
been part of UGBC during the past three years
?John Leisching
?kWhy can't we know
where the money's

A videotape of the debates will
be snowing in McElroy lobby. The
primary election will take place today and tomorrow at several
locations:

?Lyons Dining hall?llam-2pm
for off campus, commuters, and
lower campus

?Stuart Dining Hall?4:3o-6pm
for Newton
?McElroy cafe?4:3o-6pm
for upper and College Road
?Walsh Dining Hall?4:3o-6pm
for off campus, commuters, and
lower campus

Molly and M.C.?

?McElroy lobby?llam?2pm
for upper, College Road, and

Keep those Irish eyes smiling!
Happy St. Patty's Day!

Newton

THREE SCHOLARSHIPS OF APPROXIMATED $1000 EACH TILL
BE AWARDED TO JUNIORS OF THE CATHOLIC. PROTESTANT AND

JEWISH FAITHS WHO. THROUGH CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. HAVE
FOSTERED AN AWARENESS OF THE RELIGIOUS DIMENSION OF LIFE

AND HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO A GREATER SENSE OF HUMAN
COMMUNITY.

selection of designer and traditional
lames. Bill Blass. Pierre Cardin.
\fter Six. Lord West. Yves St. Laurent.

going?

?Neal Bruce
irWomynfire animosity is
the fault of people who
choose to attack it.
?tou Melville

ffl
ÜBn

M

.

A

APPLICATION FORMS CAN BB HAD IN THE CHAPLAINS OFFICE.

Hfl
111

MCELROY

215. SUBMISSION DEADLINE: APRIL 28. 1989
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-kMy favorite class was
Financial Accounting.
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?Michael Baker
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Copley Systems is now
authorized to offer you
products for personal use
at the same low educational
discount prices we offer

school. Previously,
onl y educational institu-

to y° ur
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

Educational institutions
can now triple the
warranty on specified
e
products purchased after
January 1. 1989.
'

,

.

.

MA (617> 449-5566 i-800-4-copley
Outside Mass. 1-800-426-7539
?
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COPLEY
9 SYSTEMS
Plotters and Supplies

185 Second Ave., Needham, MA 02194

CHRIS HENTEMANN
For UGBC President
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Bapst Library plans 'Speak out'
comments from Rev. Arthur R.

By ROBERT B. STACK
Three minutes is the scheduled
amount of time for students who
wish to take to the podium to air
their concerns at "Speak Out," an
open-air forum for student and
faculty opinion.
"Speak Out" is set for Thursday,
March 16, on the lawn of Bapst
Library. The theme will be Catholic
doctrine and its effects on the
university community.
The activities will begin with

Madigan, SJ, associate professor of
Philosophy, and Mary M. Brabeck,
associate professor of Education.
They will stand on top of a soap box
with a microphone and address the
issues of Catholicism and the Jesuit
tradition at the University.
Susan Griffith, Bapst librarian and
organizer of the event, said that
"Speak Out" is designed after "The
Great Soap Box Debate of 1988."
This successful event was held on
October 27, 1988, and drew about

the

March 13, 1989
and speak their opinions on the
issues that arise from the initial
remarks from Brabeck and Madigan.
Some of the topics on the agenda
include BC's identity as a Catholic
university and how it affects
students and BL's practiced ethics
compared to established Catholic
moral teaching.
A moderator will be present to
ensure that the ground rules are
adhered to and that dialogue
remains lively. Questions from the

200 people to watch the heated

debates between the left and right
advocates of BC.
After the success of this debate,
organizers at Bapst Library met to
discuss the possibilities of having a
similar event to address an array of
issues of immediate import to the
university community.
Griffith explained that, contrary to
the "Soap Box," "Speak Out" will
not be a debate in the formal sense
of the word. Students are
encouraged, she said, to show up

Heights

floor will be taken after the allotted
time for audience participation has
elapsed, said Griffith.
In the event of inclement weather
"Speak Out" will be moved to
McElroy Lobby on the same date.
Sponsors of the forum are Bapst
Library, Student Program and
Activities Center and the Office of
the Dean for Student Development,
the Young Democrats, and the
Graduate Student Association.

Bus schedule changed
By MARGARET ANN GOETZ

Heights Copy Editor
The BC shuttle bus has increased

Language Proficiency Examinations

its service after 6pm Monday
through Friday as well as on

weekends.
The schedule was expanded in
response to student input in a survey
conducted by the Office of University Housing.
The buses will continue to run
every ten minutes from 7:3oam to
6pm Monday through Friday. After
6pm, the buses now arrive every

in FRENCH, SPANISH, and
ITALIAN will be given on
SATURDAY, MARCH 18,

jtwenty minutes up until 2am. On
weekends, the buses run every twenty minutes beginning at Bam and ending at 2am. The buses no longer
wait at the Walsh bus stop, or at the
stop off-campus on Chestnut Hill
Avenue.
The student survey, in which those

polled overwhelmingly expressed
the need for increased shuttle bus
service, was conducted by the Office of University Housing. The feedback from the survey, as well as inNew, page 23

10:00 am.

All students wishing to take the

test

must sign up in GASSON HALL 109

from Boston Round Trips starting at

by Wednesday, March 15, 1989.

LONDON
CARACAS
TOKYO

Exams will take 1 hour. Students must bring
a picture ID with them. No student will be
admitted once an exam has begun.

1128
318 SYDNEY
138
370 CHICAGO
679 Boston-FLORIDA 149
Amtrak

Restrictions apply, taxes not included.
Check our low teacher fares.

EUR AIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT!
Call for FREE Student Travel Catalog!
617-266-1926 617-497-1497 617 2252555
B
£ S J9V

729 Boylston St.
«.

HARVARD SQ
1384 Mm Aw.

MIT
Student Center

SUMMER CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Would a summer management position be beneficial to your career?
Have you considered a position that not only challenges your organizational skills,
people skills management abilities and stamin but also offers a financially
;

;

rewarding summer?

THIS PAST SUMMER OVER 350 COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS ACROSS THE USA AND CANADA TOOK ON A
MANAGEMENT POSITION WITH US GAINING EXCEPTIONAL
MANAGERIAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS FOR THEIR POST GRADUATE
CAREER

THEY AVERAGED 10,740 IN NET
SUMMER EARNINGS.
-

Positions filling fast: CALL IMMMEDIATELY
(508) 481*5504 or 1*800*922*5579

ask for Robert Martwick

Student Painters, Inc. "An entrepeneurial Development Company"

the
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Eagles ousted by Maine in championship.....
By

PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

It was a Major disappointment.
Boston College's hopesfor a second

HOCKEY EAST Tournament Championship fell as the Eagles lost a
tough 5 4 decision to the Maine
Black Bears Saturday night at Kelley
RinkMaine senior forward Bruce Major dashed BC's chances for a win
with his game-winning goal while
tied down behind the Eagle net by
defenseman Greg Brown at the
13:45 mark of the third period.
Major swiped at the puck as Eagle
goaltender David Littman dove to
cover it up, and the puck bounced
off of Littman and in to give the
-

Bears a 5 4 lead.
"I saw the puck and just tried to
put my stick out, and when I pulled
back to get it, it rolled in," stated

Black

-

Littman.

"It went in off of me, it's my fault,
but it's a team game, and a team
loss," said Littman, "but I'm not going to take the blame for the loss
because my teammates would get
angry because it's a team effort."

"It's tough. We played great. The
team deserves better," stated
Littman.
The Eagle game plan called for
them to get on the board early in the

game, and senior winger Shawn
Kennedy obliged, scoring 59
seconds into the game.
Kennedy picked up the loos*
puck from the face-off in the Maine
zone and walked in on Black Bear
goalie Matt Delguidice and beat him
stick side high, giving the Eagles an
early 1 0 lead.
Six minutes later, freshman winger
Steve Heinze came through with a
strong individual effort, bursting by
two Maine defensemen to beat
Delguidice stick side low, making
the tally 2 0.
Maine answered with a blast from
senior defenseman Bob Beers (Tournament MVP) from the point to cut
the lead to 2 -1.
Senior winger Tim Sweeney got
the Eagles off to a fast start once
again in the second period, scoring
just27 seconds into the period as he
beat Delguidice glove side low on
1

-

-

Fluke, continued to page 20

Maine put the pressure on Eagle goalie David Littman all night in the Black Bears' 5

.....after defeating Friars 6
drained BC coach Len Ceglarski.
"There's just no quit in this team.

By MIKE DIMAURO

Heights Staff Writer

None at

There's an old children's
about the little girl with the curl.
When she is good, she is very, very
good. But when she is bad she is
horrid. Gee, the BC Eagles have
much in common with the little girl
with the curl.
The Eagles were horrid for two
periods in their HOCKEY EAST
semi-final with Providence on Friday, and trailed 4-1 entering the third
period. Then they got very, very
good.
BC stormed back with a four goal
third period, and used Steve
Heinze'sbackhander at 3:21 into the
second overtime to nip the Friars,
6-5, in front of 7,884 delirious Forum
fans.
"I'm glad this one's over," said a
story

all."

We'd like to tell you about the first
two periods, but they were about as
exciting as Sunday dinner at your
aunt Mabel's house. If you must
know, Providence led 3-0 after one
on goals from John Ferguson, Mario
Aube, and Rob Gaudreau. They increased it to 4-0 at 6:02 of the second, before Bill Nolan's turn
around wrister beat goalie Mark Romaine to make it 4-1 going into the
third period.
Friar left winger John Butterworth
was whistled for a late hit at 2:31 of
the third, and just over a minute later,
teammate Jeff Serowik hauled down
Heinze, giving BC a 5 on 3 advantage for over a minute.
"I thought that was the turning
point," said PC head coach Mike

Mighty Hoyas advance
after pounding Eagles
of DikembeMutombo, who filled in
for
center Alonzo Mourning when
Heights Assistant Sports Editor
he got into foul trouble. Mutombo
scored r.ix straight points in a 3:34
"There's really not a whole lot to
Friday
say," said Jim O'Brien after
spurt that that gave Georgetown a
night's 82-52 loss to Georgetown.
19-14 lead, and he scored 14 points
by
"We were out-classed
one of the overall.
premier teams in the country. In
The Hoyas increased their lead to
we
were
in
game
16 by the half when they went into
every aspect of the
head."
the locker room with a 36-20
over our
advantage.
out
the
first
College
Boston
started
At the beginning of the second
period with the same energy that
they displayed in the first round of half, the Eagle deficit increased to 22
the Big East tournament when they after a Charles Smith three-pointer
at 14:44 made the score 49-27.
defeated St. John's.
Although Georgetownwas applyO'Brien and the Eagles then
realized their fate for the evening
ing a full court press and and effecand worked to come out of the game
tively denying Dana Barros the ball
with man-to-man pressure from
with some positive note.
"With about 15 minutes to go, we
Charles Smith, Barros and Co.
managed to stick with the Hoyas for
were more concerned with getting
period.
the
a decent part of
Stevie [Benton] his I,oooth point,"
13-13,
with
the
But then
score
and said O'Brien. Benton had entered
the
the game 20 points shy of the
Georgetown
game,
13:00 left in
began to successfully execute their
plateau, and only had three points
game plan of jumping out to an early
in the first half.
Georgetown had increased their
start, and the Eagles were forced to
lead to as many as 28 before Benweather the storm.
One of the key factors to
Georgetown's success was the play
Hoyas, continued to page 20
By D. G. MURPHY

McShane. "I thought we had control until the second penalty. It certainly gave them momentum."
With the two man advantage, Paul
Marshall one-touched a pass to
David Emma at the doorstep, and
the sophomore tipped it upstairs
past Romaine to make it 4-2 at 4:28.
As the BC fans got louder, Joe

-

-

4 win.

5 in overtime

Cleary held in a puck at the right
point, and fired a screen shot on Romaine. Jeff O'Neill backhanded
home the rebound at 6:04, and suddenly, BC trailed by one, 4-3.
BC tied the game at 11:29. After a
Heinze blast, Tim Sweeney took
several hacks at the rebounds,
draped by Providence defenders.

The All-Leaf ie forward managed to
tip the puck under the crossbar, setting up a memorable ending.
PC defenseman Paul Sandercook
led a rush up ice and fired a slapper
wide of Littman just over a minute
later. The rebound caromed to Aube
After, continued to page 20

"Snooks" remembered
By MIKE DIMAURO
Heights Staff Writer
"For I dipped intothe future far as
human eye could see; saw a Vision
of the world, and all the wonder that

would be."
When Alfred Lord Tennyson wrote
those eternal words, he created them
have
persons
who
for
dreams/'Snooks" Kelley had dreams

?about Boston College hockey. And
oh, if he could only see it now.
If he could only see the sparkling
new Conte Forum. If he could only
see the hockey banners hanging
from the Forum rafters immersed in
glorious tradition. If he could only
seethe rink named in his honor with
the majestic eagle at center ice. If he
could, only see the plaque in the
Forum lobby depicting his
legendary exploits. If onlyJohn A. "Snooks" Kelley coached
hockey at Boston College for 36
seasons. He won 501 games,
amassed eight Beanpots, and
enjoyed eight trips to the NCAA
Final Four, highlighted by a National
Championship in 1949.
The woro legend" is greatly
abused in the English language
today. It should be reserved for men
like "Snooks" Kelley. He truly was
a legend.
"I have so many happy memories
of John Kelley," said BC athletic
director Bill Flynn, at thededication
ceremony of the new "Snooks"
Kelley rink. "I always said thatif you
wrotea book about him it would be
a best seller. He's a man out of

to John Kelley. Flynn played hockey
at Boston College. But, you see,

thete would have beefi no hockey
at Boston College were it not for
"Snooks" Kelley.
"After the depression, John
brought hockey back to BC," Flynn
commented. "I never would have
played here if it weren't for him."
Kelley reestablished BC hockey as
an unpaid volunteer coach in 1932.
501 wins later, he made BC into a
national hockey power. And he did
it in his own inimitable way.
Kelley would inspire his teams
with lines like, "We thrive under

adversity," or "We do better with
less." Though many nights there
were "chemical, biological, or
psycholgical," problems with his
teams they sure managed to win,
didn't they?
His locker room oratories were
moments to behold. It was
paramount to bring victories back to
the "hallowed halls" of Boston
yell
He
could
College.
"DEE-FENSE" louder than anyone
could ever imagine, and as hockey
writer Tom Burke, a contributor to
Snooks, continued to page 20

fiction/'

Flynn, the man who is Boston
College athletics, owes a great deal.

True Legend- Snooks Kelley is a legend In BC Hockey history.
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Barros breaks record as BC tops St.John's
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY
Heights Sports Editor
It didn't matter that one night later
Dana Barros would be shutdown by
the suffocating Georgetown defense
in his last appearance in a Boston
College uniform.
Last Thursday night, Barros, BC's
diminutive magic man, played
perhaps the finest game of his college career as the Eagles bounced
the St. John's Redmen out of the Big
East tournament.
On the night, Barros rained jump

shot after beautiful jumpshot over
guard Matt Brust and the rest of the
Redman defense, finishing the evening with a Big East tounament record
38 points.
"It was one of the best performances I've ever seen," said St.
John's head coach Lou Carnesecca
following his team's earliest ever exit
from the Big East tournament.
Included among his 38 points was
a tournament record (later to be
broken bv Georgetown's Charles
Smith) eight three-pointers. During

one stretch, Barros led BC back with

11 straight points.
At the outset, it didn't appearBar-

ros would shine as he didn't notch

his first field goal until the 7:57 mark
of the first half. Yet, over the next
seven plus minutes, Barros rallied his
teammates from an early 21 -12
deficit, into a 39 38 halftime lead.
Back to back 3-pointers midway
through this run gave BC its first lead
at 25 23. At this point in the contest, the Eagle's point guard had
simply taken over the game.
"I don't know what it was at the
beginning of the game but I just
couldn't get going," said Barros.
-

-

"When I sat down on the bench,
my legs were shaking. I then just
tried to look at what was going in
the game,"he added.
Following this rest, Barros went on
a tear ending the half with 16 points
including 3 trifectas.
The second half was more of the
same. After a Jayson Williams runner gave St. John's their first lead of
the second half 45 -44, Barros

responded with a jumper making it
46

-

45.

Then after Malik Sealy's driving
layup gave the Redman their last
lead of the half it 49 48, Barros
again responded with a 3-pointer
from somewhere out on Long Island.
(Actually, it was about a 23 footer).
Responded, that was what Dana
Barros did all night long. When the
Eagles needed a shot of adrenalin,
he gave it to them. And when the
Eagles needed the victory, he gave
that to them too.
With just over two minutes remaining, St. John's had narrowed the
BC lead to three points. St. John's
Matt Brust had just intercepted a
Bobby Moran errant pass, and was
headed to the hoop.
-

They, too, responded. Responding
to a truly spectacular performance.

Following the game, Barros was
asked to rank this performance
among his career bests. "I don't

.know if this was my best game, but

I felt good out there. It was just nice
to win after all that's happened over
the last week."(obviouslyreferring to
being left off the All-Big East first
team.)

Barros game up behind the Redman guard, stole the ball back, and
nailed a three-pointer to seal the BC

victory.
Moments later, following a St.
John's time out, the some 7,000 fans
at Madison Square Garden rose to
their feet and applauded for Barros.

Dana Barros scored a Big East record 38 points against St.

John's.

Debate lingers over NHL's drafting ways
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Senior Staff Writer

Heights

In 1979 the NHL expanded to
create kmih'- in Fdmonton,
Winnepeg, Quebec, and Hartford.
As d icsull u! the expansion, the
league needed more players quickly
to fill the new team's rosters.
In order to find the players, the
NHL expanded their draft to include
hicjh school seniors.

Suddenly 18-year-olds were being
the chance to play
professional hockey.
It is an opportunity that all hockey
players dream of and work towards.
"The kid's goal is to reach the
NHL, with the young draft they can
do it quicker, right out of high
school," said Steve Cedorchuk,
assistant BC hockey coach.
Many high school hockey players
are included in the annual NHL draft
that goes 12 rounds. But out of the
12 players each team drafts, probably
only four ever make it.
In the Hockey East alone their are
given

u. t

i

oo (jiaycu iiiai have already

been drafted by NHL teams.
At the beginning of the 1988-1989

school year, Boston College lost one
of the young draftees, )eremey
Roenick to the Chicago Blackhawks.
Roenick was faced the choice of
playing professional hockey or
staying at BC. He arrived at BC and
stayed for a total of 5 days before
leaving for the Blackhawks.
After a short time in the majors,
he was sent down to the minors and
has remained with the minor league
club all season.
Several other BC players have
taken the opportunity and gone pro,
such as Craig Janney and Brian
Leetch but they both needed their
year at BC.
"There are only a few players who
can make it right away. The great
ones can make it," said BC
defenseman Greg Brown.
Brown is one of the players who
had the opportunity to go pro after

the Olympics, but he chose to stay
BC.
Overall the system does not seem

at

Ml il realizes its
to be
a bad system," said Cedorchuk, who

also recruits for BC.
"Most kids need

college

Eagle Droppings....
Congratulations to Boston
College's Len Ceglarski for
becoming the first collegiate
hockey coach to reach the
600 victory plateau. He did
this on February 28th as BC
defeated the Boston University Huskies 3-1 at Walter
Brown Arena.
Ceglarski has been at BC for
17 years and has been
coaching for a total of 31
seasons. His record at BC now
stands at 347 wins, 197 losses,
and 23 ties.

basketball player Sarah Behn,
from Foxborough High
fell one point short of the
Massachusetts High school
scoring record last week.
Ironically, the person who
currently holds that record is
BC freshman, Bryan Edwards,
who established that mark
last year at Cohasset High
School.
\u25a1

\u25a1

Arizona and faced off and
the Villanova
Wildcats. Outstanding performances were turned in by
freshman Pete Keller, junior
Jim Calahan and junior Danny O'Donnell.

Tim Sweeney, BC's outstanding forward finished the
season as the Hockey East's
scoring champion. He is the
third Boston College player to
win that title in five years. On
the season, Sweeney had 16
goals, a league leading 32
assists, for a total of 42 points.
D
Sweeney, along with team-

defenseman Greg
Brown were nominated as
two of the ten finalists for the
Hobie BakerAward as the nation's top college hockey
player.
\u25a1
Future Eagle women's
mate

Over Spring Break, the
men's Golf team travelled to

defeated

\u25a1
Also over Spring Break,
coach Ed Moy's men's
lacrosse team travelled South
and defeated the Georgetown
Hoyas 12-8, and lost to the
tough Duke Blue Devils.
The Duke game provided
some encouraging signs for
the young Eagles. Most importantly the attack line combined for 12 goals including
5 goals by Brian Stenberg
against Duke.

experience and 4 years growth and
maturity."
BC tri-captain Paul Marshall was
drafted in thi> fourth round by the
Philadelphia Flyers in 1985, his
senior year of high school.
"At that point you don't think you
can play in the NHL," said Marshall.
"But then you get drafted and it
becomes a positive thing. You start
to believe in yourself."
But I never thought about not
going to college first. Everyone
should come to school for a year."
Even if you are good enough to go
straight to the NHL, it can't hurt to
go to college for a year."
At the age of 18 it is hard for a

player to know what to do. "They
have an idea that the NHL is
incredible and that the life of an
NHL player is glamorous. But it is
grinding," said Cedorchuk.
There are a lot of drawbacks to the
current NHL system. First of all, the
scouts are playing a real guessing
game. It is very hard to tell how a
player will be in four years.
It is also difficult to know what the
team's needs will be in four years.

The Hockey East scoring leader
Tim Sweeney was drafted by Calgary
in 1985. Now in 1989 it is unlikely
that the Flames will need a scorer
like Sweeney.
Chris Terreri, a goali* from
Providence, was the Hockey East
player of the year in 1984-85. He was
drafted by the New |ersey Devils and
has been playing for the Devils
minor league team for the most part
of the last 4 years.
If the draft occurred for college
players only, like the NBA and the
NFL, would the teams be filling their
needs better?
"The scouts are all looking for
decade players, the ones that can
win the Stanley Cup for their team,"
said Cedorchuk. "But there are only
so many decade players."
"By drafting the kids early and
young they (the teams) are
protecting the kids just in case they
become one of the great ones," said
Marshall.
"Hockey is the type of sport that
kids need to play at different levels
in order to develop," commented
Cedorchuk.
3

"You have to be mature as a player
and as a person to play in the NHL,"
said Marshall. "That is why college
is so important."
Although the system has few
supporters, the league doesn't
appear to be planing to change it.
Right now the decision is left to
the 18 year olds. They must weigh
the consequences.

Greg Brown
"Money and education are all
factors," said Brown. "It comes
down to what is most important to
you."

BC vs. Bowling Green

Get your tickets for the first round of
the NCAA
Hockey Playoffs at the Conte Forum
March 17, 18, and 19
Contact the Ticket office for further

information
****\u2605*\u2605\u2605*\u2605*\u2605
Don't forget the 'Irish Eyes race
on Saturday March 18th
at Alumni Stadium benefiting nonrevenue sports. Contact the Sports
publicity office
for
information
Chips
Blue
of Boston College*

the
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Young league develops in just five years
By PAUL

-

JON McNEALY

Heights Staff Writer

HOCKEY EAST is currently
celebrating its fifth year in existence,
and has emerged to be one of the
top conferences in the country in
such a short span of time.
The very beginnings of HOCKEY
EAST go back to a meeting on July
11,1983, when the athletic directors
of five Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference schools, William Flynn
(Boston
(Boston

College), John Simpson

Andy
Mooradian (New Hampshire), Joe
Zabilski (Northeastern), and Lou
Lamoriello (Providence), agreed to
University),

form a new college hockey
conference.
Play between these schools was
schelduled for the 1984 85 season,
and the five schools were named
charter members with provisions for
exploration
of
additional
memberships at a later date.
-

From that day forward, HOCKEY
EAST has continued to grow, with
memberships for the 1990-91
season set at eight, with the recent
addition of Merrimack to the league.
But it was later in the summer of
'83, on August 23, that the University
of Maine Black Bears became the
first expansion member of the

league, bringing the league
members total to six.
One month later, on September
28, 1983, the University of Lowell
Chiefs were admitted as the second
expansionmember, bringing league
membership to seven, where it
would remain for HOCKEY EAST'S
first five seasons.
Some of key personnel behind the
formation of the league include
Boston College's William Flynn,
who is currently Chairman of
HOCKEY EAST'S
Executive
Committee, and Chairman of the
Administrative Committee as well.
Another key personnel member was

Lou Lamoriello from Providence
College.
Lamoriello was unanimously
elected league commissioner back
in 1983, where he served until April
of 1987, when he resigned to
become President/General Manager
of the New Jersey Devils of the
National Hockey League.
During his tenure as HOCKEY
EAST Commissioner, he served as
Athletic Director of Providence
College as well.
In his honor, on March 7,1988, the
HOCKEY
EAST
Executive
Committee unanimously voted to
name the league championship
trophy the "Lamoriello Cup."
In the first four HOCKEY EAST
Championships, no one team has
won the Tournament title twice.
Providence, Boston University,
Boston College, and Northeastern
have all held the trophy for a year.
However, the same can not be said
for the regular season title, as Boston
College has won it in four out of the
five seasons. Maine was able to

wrestle it away from BC during the
1987-88 season, but the Eagles
came back to reclaim the title this
season.
The
most
memorable

Championship Tournament goes
back to the inaugural season, when

Providence defeated BC, 2 -1, in a
double overtime thriller, as Friar
netminder Chris Terreri had a 65
save
performance
in
the
championship game.

Both PC and BC advanced on to
the NCAA Tournament, and gave the
league fine representation as both
schools made it to the "Final Four,"
where they met each other again for
a rematch.
Providence, once again, came out
on top, as they downed the Eagles
4 3 in yet another thriller, this
match going into triple overtime.
Let's hope that this tournament
matches the excitment level that
started just five years ago, and that
HOCKEY EAST enjoys similar
success in its next five years.
-

W£?EAST

THIS WEEK
THREE DAYS ONLY
Leather Goods Sale
The Kelley Rink at the Silvio O. Conte Forum is home for this year's HOCKEY EAST playoffs.

By MIKE SHOULE

After defeating the Northeastern
Huskies Thursday night at the Plex,
the Boston College men's volleyball
team has kept their perfect record intact and tightened their grip on first
place.
Just like the first meeting between
the two teams where BC won the
fifth and deciding set by the
minimum two points, this match
went to five sets and found the
Eagles once again victorious, upping their record to 9-0, while the
Huskies remained in second place
at 7-2.
The team is built around cocaptains Dave Koh, who is a setter
and Carlos Santiago, who plays at
the middle blocker position. The rest
of the starters include outside hitters
John Nemsick and Vince Marin, setter Mike Vega and middle blocker
Jeff Cianciolo. These players see
most of the playing time but BC
coach Wayne Lem substitutes often
in appropriate situations.
Oneof the main reasons that they
are such a strong team is because of
team unity. Defensive specialist Tom
Brandensfield, who is also one of
only three seniors on the team, said,
"The really good thing about this
team is that if we're losing, we don't
get down on each other because
we're all really good friends."
Actually though, BC rarely finds
itself trailing due to this philosophy
put forth by Santiago, "We play really strong. We don't let other teams
make a lot of points against us. We
try to win it soon."

Brandensfield thinks that the key

to winning is, "The front row. We

have really good blockers and hitters. I think our hitters are the biggest thing because they can hit it
down the line or across and it really
confuses the blockers on the other
team."

You may find it hard to believe that
BC can even compete with other
varsity teams being that they are only
a club, but coach Lem asserted that,
"We've always had good talent here
at BC. We've won three championships, finished second twice and
third three times."
Lem is an expert on BC's
volleyball history because it was he
who started the volleyball program
over fifteen years ago when he was
a student here. It is because of this
that he said, "It's a shame that for
the number of years this club has
been in existence that they've never
gotten varsity status."
The money allotted to them now
is just under what they would need
to be a varsity squad according to
Lem.

Lem relinquished his position as
BC volleyball coach three years ago
in order to assume a job at Harvard,
but also because he was fed up with
the BC program. He came back this
year to help out the same players he
once coached as freshmen. He felt
that, "If they have a little organization and support, they can do a lot
of things." And that is exactly what

Lem brought, leading the team to
their best season in the past several
years.

The lack of varsity status doesn't
affect the team's play that much, but
it is closely related to respectability
andjhe like. Whereas the women's
varsity volleyball team plays their
matches in the Forum, the men are
sentenced to the Rec Plex which is
widely held as the worst court in the
league.
Before the Northeastern game the
referees even commented that we
(BC) are treating ourselves and the
other teams poorly by subjecting
them to the terrible court conditions
found at the Plex.
With only a few games remaining,
the Eagles are looking forward to the
start of the New England Collegiate
Volleyball League playoffs where the
Eagles can expect to get the first
seed, barring a late season collapse.
All of the members of the team
think that they have a good chance
of winning the championship. So
does Lem. "As long as they continue
to do the things that got us here,
which is to continue to maintain that
good work ethic," he said.

Authentic THAI CUISINE
at Cleveland Circle.

Save 50-70%

SHOP NOW FOR GRADUATION
?Travel bags
?Briefcases
?Hand bags
?Portfolios
?Attaches
?Wallets
?Plus much more

McElroy Lobby
March 15, 16, 17. 10-4 pm
Sponsored by BC Men s Rugby
;

Ifyou're looking
for a deli
that isn't on Stage,
relax at the B&D.
For the best corned beef and pastrami in town,
head for the B&D. You'll also enjoy our oversized sandwiches,
salads, full course lunches and dinners. Plus homemade
specialties like blintzes, knishes, kugels, potato latkesand
chicken soup with or without matzo balls. And our fast,
friendly service will make you feel like a star
without ever being on Stage!

Dine with us before
or after

the movies.

Luncheon Specials $430 Dinner Nightly
?

Beer and Wine'MC VISA AMEX

offi/)The PELI

1653 BEACON ST. BROOKLINE 232-3727
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Kelley honored as father of BC hockey
continued from page 17
the Hartford Whalers' edition of
"Coal" magazine once noted, "His
locker room oratories outdid
William Jennings Bryan and Patrick
Henry. God, America, and Boston
College, boys, are the reasons why
you're gonna win tonight."
In a feature Burke once wrote
about Kelley, he told the following
story of one evening when Kelley
and BC were playing Dartmouth
who was coached by Kel ley's good
friend, Eddie Jeremiah.
The game was played at the Lynn,
Massachusetts Skating Club, which
featured dressing rooms separated
by wooden partitions. As Kelley
roared on one end to the BC players,
Jeremiah said nothing and just
listened. When it was over, Jeremiah
said to his Dartmouth kids, "Boys,
go out there, and do exactly as coach
Kelley told you."
On February 23, 1972 Snooks
Kelley won his 500th game, a 7-5
nail-biter over Boston University at
McHugh Forum. The Eagles had lost
both previous games that season to
BU by 4-1 and 4-2 scores. With the
season in its late stages, and Kelley

having announced his retirement at
the beginning of the season, it was
in doubt whether he would get that
elusive 500th win. Flynn remembers
it well.
"I remember John saying that it

was chemically, biologically, and
psychologically impossible to win
that night," Flynn recalled. "BU had
a great team that year. But we won
7-5. That was one happy group of
kids after that one."
One thing that Kelley believed was
to recruit American hockey players,
and give good ol' American boys
first crack to play for the maroon and
gold. Flynn noted that there has
always been an ugly rumor about
Tim Sheehy, a BC star and US
Olympian. See, Sheehy hails from
International Falls, Minnesota, and
folks used to kid Kelley about
Sheehy perhaps being born north of
the border.
"John used to smile and say, 'It just
isn't true,'" Flynn said.
At the dedication ceremony of the
new rink named in Kelley's honor,
his wife Marge spoke to the crowd
who gathered inside the lobby of
Conte Forum. Her words echoed her
husband's dreams.

"Today, an impossible dream has
come true," Marge Kelley began. "It
means so much to our family that
young men can return to what John

used to call 'The Hallowed Halls of
Boston College' and say, 'I'll meet
you at the Kelley Rink.'"
After he retired as coach at BC, he
could still be found at McHugh
Forum doing anything to stay around
his beloved Boston College. He
directed the National Youth Sports
Program at BC, a program which
offers recreational and cultural
opportunities to disadvantaged
inner-city children, for 10years after
his retirement.
"Snooks" Kelley died on April 10,
1986 after a long illness. The legacy
he left to so many people was
summed up best by Massachusetts
Congressman Silvio Conte. Conte's
remarks
on
the
appear
Congressional Record, April 15,
1986.
Kelley
"Snooks
was
a
legend...beyond hockey, "Snooks"
Kelley stood for education and
development
sound,
of
well-rounded American youth....This
man cared about people, a man who
developed young minds and bodies

to

their fullest potential while

maintaining the good heart that his
friends and associates will

remember him by."

Not only is the game of hockey
richer for having a man
like"Snooks" Kelley, but all of
humanity is a little richer, too.

Snooks Kelley is shown here behind the BC bench

Fluke goal pushes Maine past BC in final
continued from page 17
a blast from the

slot, giving the

Eagles a3 -1 lead.
The Black Bears began their
comeback 4:54 into the second

period, as freshman Scott Pellerin
beat Littman glove side low on a fivefooter set-up from a crisp pass by
winger Guy Perron from behind the
net.
It was Perron's turn next to score

BC wins OT thriller
continued from page 17
who was alone at the side of the net,
and he tucked it past a defenseless
Littman to give PC a 5-4 lead at
12:59.
But as Cegrarski said, there's no
quit in his team. Shawn Kennedy
slipped O'Neill a pass near Romaine, and O'Neill hacked the rebound home at 17:06 to tie the game
at five.
"Kennedy gave me the pass, and
I thought I was in good position to
score," O'Neill saiH "Ac I .vein to
shoot, I was being hauled down. I
was lucky it went in."
Lucky? Not according to

Ceglarski.
"O'Neill's been that kind of player
all year," said the BC coach. "He's
a little stinker out there on the ice.
He just keeps going and going. He
made two of our goals tonight. If
everyone played the body like Jeff
O'Neill, we'd be in good shape."

So on to overtime they went. BC

appeared to have stronger legs for
thefirst ten minutes, and came close
to scoring several times. Littman
came up big on Lyle Wildgoose who
just tricked one off Liftman's waffle,
but after the first ten, it was still 5-5.
Then along came Heinze.
The sensational BC freshman took
a Sweeney pass and darted into the
PC zone. He went to his backhand,
and flipped ii past Romaine who
was sprawled on the ice at 3:21, and
BC had pulled off the storybook
comeback.
"I got position on the
defenseman, and I had good body
leverage," said Heinze. "The next
thing I knew the puck went in."
For Steve Heinze, it was the
highlight of a blossoming career. A
career that's going to be thrilling'em
at the Heights for a few years to
come.

Hoyas roll past BC in
Barros & Benton finale
continued from page 17
ton hit a layup with 2:35 remaining
for his 999th point.
He was then fouled by Sam Jefferson with only 1:43 remaining and
given two free throws. Just to build
suspense he missed thefirst one but
then he hit the second one to reach
that magic number.
Although BC did not get a lot of
shot opportunities from the
perimeter, and the Georgetown
defense clogged it up down low, the
Eagles did manage to show a good
deal of character.
"I'm happy with the way we stuck
in there," said O'Brien. "This game
was not indicative of the way we've
been playing for the last month."
As everybody knows by now, this
game also marked the end of Dana
Barros' Boston College basketball
career. Over the last four years, Barros has come to stand for BC basket-

three minutes later off of a rebound
the game at 3 3.
Less than a minute later, as the
Eagles failed to clear a rebound out
from in front of the net, Maine
winger Todd Jenkins benefitted as he
poked the puck home to give the
Black Bears a 4 3 lead at 9:02.
The Eagles powerplay struggled in
the game, as they managed only four
shots in the two powerplays they had
in the second period.
Halfway through the third period,
Sweeney scored again to tie the
game at 4 4. This time, he was setup by a nice feed from freshman
Marty Mclnnis from behind the net
as Sweeney blasted one past
Delguidice glove side low.
to tie

-

-

-

The

tie game set-up Major's

heroics four minutes later.
After the game, Sweeney stated
"after all of the hard work, we have
to kpep our heads high. We have a
lot of pride, and are looking forward
to the play-offs."
BC head coach Len Ceglarski
stated "it was a great college hockey
game, but it's tough to lose on a goal
like that. We have to be proud, and
that was as good as a game that
we've played all season long."
The next step for the Eagles will
come next weekendwhen they take
on Bowling Green at home in the
first round of the NCAA playoff.
On Sunday, BC was selected as
the fourth seed in-the East for the
tournament.

With their victory over BC on
Saturday, the Maine Black Bears

earned the number 1 seed and will
get a bye in the first round of the
playoffs.
BC weekend game notes:
Eagle senior winger Rich Braccia
earned his 59th and 60th penalty
minutes Saturday night for his interference penalty. Yes, that is one
whole hour of sitting in the penalty
box this season for the aggressive
senior.

\u25a1
The official explanation for senior
winger Tim Sweeney's disputed
game tying goal in the third period
of Friday night's game comes from
HOCKEY EAST Commissioner Stu
Haskell, who explained that
Sweeney's backhander hit the twine
behind the crossbar. The replay gives
reason for Sweeney to send the goal
judge a thank-you note.
\u25a1
This year's HOCKEY EAST Tournament goes down as the most exciting tournament in the league's
five-year history, as all six games
were decided by just one goal, and
there were three overtime games.
\u25a1
The HOCKEY EAST Tournament
All-star team was announced after
the championship game, naming
three Eagles and three Black Bears
The honored Eagles included
Sweeney, freshman winger Steve
sophomore
and
Heinze,
defenseman
Greg
Brown.
Black Bears that were honored included junior forward Guy Perron,

senior defenseman Bob Beers, and
sophomore goalie Matt Delguidice.
The Most Valuable Player honor
went to Beers, as he played a strong
two games, including setting-up the
winning goal in overtime Friday

night over Northeastern.
\u25a1
The most heralded Eagle honor
goes to Brown, whose successful
return to HOCKEY EAST was accented by being named HOCKEY
EAST Most Valuable Player for the
season.

Also named to the first-team
HOCKEY EAST along with Brown
include fellow Eagles Sweeney and
Liftman, defenseman Jim Hughes
(PC), forward David Capuano
(Maine), and forward Dave Buda
(NU).

BC sophomore center David Emma was named to the second-team,
and freshman forward Steve Heinze
was named to the All Rookie team.
\u25a1
Seniors take note: applications are
now being taken for the Norm Reid
School forZamboni Drivers after Friday night's performance in between
periods. The Zamboni driver made
one of the best hits of the weekend
as he nearly steamrolled one of the
goals.

ball and he has given all of us
something to be proud of in otherwise trying times.
"It hasn't hit me yet that it's all
over," said Barros after the game.
Well, Dana, it has hit us... like a
ton of bricks.
\u25a1
The loss against the Hoyas also
marked the end of the careers of
seniors Mike Corcoran and Tom
Hjerpe.

\u25a1
Georgetown ultimately won the
Big East tournament for the second
time in four years defeating the
Syracuse Orangeman on Sunday.

Here, Hockey East scoring leader Tim Sweeney scores giving BC a seemingly comfortable 3-1 lead

the
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Women receive government service awards
Last Wednesday, at a ceremony in
Rep. Mary Jane Gibson's Office in
the State House, the Program for
Women in Politics and Government
of Boston College announced
Kristin Aiello,'9o, and Brenda Hustis,
'90, as the first winners of the Rising
Star Mentoring Program.
This program was established to
provide an opportunity for two
undergraduate women to become
involved in state government. One
Democratic and one Republican
woman legislator will serve as
mentors to the students who are
chosen, providing guidance in their
pursuit of careers in government.
Each recipient receives a $1000
grant, paid for by the John F.
Kennedy Library Foundation.
Patricia Shea of the Library
Foundation presented the checks at
the award ceremony.
Governor Michael Dukakis issued
a commendation for these women
for their commitment and
dedication to the advancement of
women in politics.
The two students also will receive
six credits in political science for
their participation.
This year's winners, Aiello and
Hustis, were selected in a
competitive process, which
included more than 40 applicants.
Both women are majoring in
Political Science at Boston College.
The Rising Star Program is
supported by grants from the
Political Science Department, of
which the Program for Women in
Politics and Government is a part,
and the Maryland Project for
Women in Politics at the University
of Maryland, which has served as
the prototype of BC's program.
Aiello, who will be working with
House Majority Whip Mary Jane
Gibson (D-Belmont), has worked in

the office of Senator George
Mitchell. She also helped organize
community-wide support for a
bikepath in her hometown of

Kennebunk, Maine.

"The honor of qualifying as a
Rising Star combined with the
experience of working with a
woman legislator will be a great
inspiration for me in my future oflaw
school or graduate school, and
ultimately in my own pursuit as a
legislator," said Aiello.
Hustis, a resident of Fishkill, New
York, will be working with House
Ways and Means member,
Representative Lucille Hicks
(R-Wayland). Hustis gained political
experience as a volunteer
coordinator and advance person for

the presidential campaign of U.S.
Senator Robert Dole. She also
served as a page in the U.S. House
of Representatives and worked at the
Republican National Convention.
She is currently the vice-chairperson
of the College Republicans.
Hustis looks forward to working
with a woman legislator because "I
will get a clearer picture of how
today's women fit into the scheme
of things and how they are able to
satisfy their constituents' concerns
while working within the system."
The goal of the Rising Star
Mentoring Program is to increase
the numbers and proportion of
women in
decision-making
positions in government. By
exposing students to the intricacies

Act II
297 Cambridge St.
Inman Square
Cambridge, MA
492-4792
?Costume Rental
?Vintage Clothing Fancy Stuff

and challenges of public office,
mentors can help develop the
student's sense of professional
identity and have an influence on
their future goals.
During the program,each student

will work closely with a legislator
twelve hours per week and perform
tasks related to bills under
consideration, constituency work,
hearings, and dealings with the
Executive Branch.

PARIS INTERNSHIPS
Media Public Relations Advertising
Government Financial Institutions
Fashion Publishing The Arts Tourism
?

?

?

?

?

?

The programoffers either a nine- or fourteen-week option and includes:
up to sixteen Boston University semester-hour credits, full-time internships, coursework taught by French faculty, accommodation with either
a family or in a foyer, and individualized placements for virtually every
academic interest. Program offered during the spring, fall, and summer
sessions.
Complete the coupon below for detailed information.

Name
Address
State

City

Zip

College/University
Summer
Fall
Spring
19
Send me information about the Boston University Paris
Internship Program.

?

Middleniarcli Discount
5% off Rentals.
Noon
to

6pm or by appointment

(Closed on

Tuesdays)

Return to:
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Boston University
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston, MA 02215
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An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution
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Bay Realty Group, Inc.
"Specialists

in Boston

College Apartment Rentals 77

Have one of our experienced brokers show you housing
for September (many apartments now available!)
Cleveland Circle, Commonwealth Ave. (Sutherland Break)

Call 752-6666 or stop by 183 Harvard Ave.
(Near Father's First)

Large Student Discount Available
with this AD[
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Stop fooling around. It's time to get hardcore about software. With Microsoft.
We'll give you all the resources you want. Tens of millions in R&D funding. Along with one
a door, which leads to your own private office. All
of the most elementary tools for thinking
speak your language, because they probably helped write it.
backed by management that truly
We're serious about software design. If you are too. then apply right now for one of these
positions.
?

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything from object-oriented methodology, compilers, operating systems,
and networking to sophisticated graphics, powerful applications software and more. In fact, we're
working on some truly visionary ideas we can't even reveal yet. You could be too, if you have
programming experience and a background that includes micro's, "C" or Pascal. 8086, 68000,
UNIX "'/XENIX®, Macintosh® Toolbox, or MS-DOS\

Program Managers

Instant responsibility. You select the features, you shape the product, you design the user interface
for new generations of software. Guide product development from programming through documentation and testing. Keep your product at the forefront of technology by knowing your competition and product trends.
There are full-time and summer opportunities to work with our teams in applications, systems, languages, or CD-ROM. If you're about to graduate or are working towards a B.S. or B.A.
in computer science, math, physics, or related field, we want to talk to you.
Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and work where the quality of life is high and the
cost of living is low
the beautiful Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health
club membership, workout facilities and parcourse, plus an array of benefits.
Begin by sending your resume TODAY to College Relations,
Dept. JW, MICROSOFT CORPORATION, 16011 NE 36th Way,
\
97017,
Redmond,
Box
WA 98073-9717. No phone calls, please.
: \
?

*

.

Miacsoft
Trademarks are registered

to

their respective companies.
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Campus political climate is questioned
apply for many of his cabinet positions last year. "We have a lot of
women in the cabinet (6 out of
18)...the only problem is that a lot
of them are seniors."

Continued from page 1
pus," but "hopefully that's changing," he said.
Shubilla said that part of the problem is the lack of women in top
UGBC positions, and the fact that
those who are in UGBC are also involved in many other activities.
Pye stated that women and
AHANA students simply did not

Cascone also said the fact that

many of the top women in UGBC
are seniors is part of the explanation.
In her own experience, she has
"never really encountered any pro-

blems with being a female within
UGBC," Cascone said.
Pancella said a presidential campaign would be difficult for any candidate who was the only woman or
person of color. Insecurity "happens
a lot with anyone who's not in the
majority...that's instilled in us," she
said.
This year's race might have been
particularly tough on a woman, said

Wilt, because "it seems like a conservative,retrograde moment in BC's
history." A female candidate who
was interested in women's issues
and said so might encounter problems, said Wilt.
"Women's issues need to be ad-

OXFORD

and
thanks for a great season.
Good luck in the Nationals.
Let's go all the way!!

For more information or if you are interested in
participating in this peer education program,
please contact us at X3489.

?

MODERN BRITISH STUDIES
Offered in cooperation with Boston University
and St. Catherine's College, University of Oxford

Three Devoted Hockey Fans

Literature

New shuttle

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

Continued from page 16
dividual conversations with those
who depend on the shuttle, resulted
in this modification of the shuttle
service, according to Joseph J.
Plaska, Assistant Director of Operations in the Housing Office.
The increased change does involve an increased allotment of
funding for the shuttle service, but
the necessary money was available,
says Plaksa.
According to Robert Capalbo,
Director of University Housing, the
Housing Office has received "informal feedback through RA's" which
indicates students are pleased with
the increased frequency of the shuttle bus. The Housing Office has
jurisdiction over the shuttle bus
system, as a large number of
students depend on the buses,
especially those living off-campus,
said Capalbo.

Ma

V1 J'

Politics

Address

Service Gynecology

State

City

Zip

College/University
Fall
19
Spring
Send me information about the Boston University Modern British
Studies Program.

(at Coolidge Corner)

Get Acquainted Special
T)

?

r\V )

associates

Cl?

1

?

Name

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline 02146

\u25a0

History

Complete the coupon below for detailed information

ree Pre gnanc y Testing
'

?

Modern British Studies offers upper-level undergraduates a fourteenweek program in Britain's modern literatureand culture, social and political history, and governmental processes. The program combines
lectures and tutorials that characterize Oxford's 700-year old tradition of
intellectual inquiry.
The program is offered in the fall and spring sessions and includes,
sixteen Boston University semester-hour credits, coursework taught by
faculty from the University of Oxford, centrally located housing, and student privilegesat St. Catherine's College, one of thirty-five colleges comprising the University of Oxford.

associates J-

\\l fs§),
/ myfm/ /

attention to that aspect of his position, said Cascone.
"I don't know if a woman president would be taken as seriously as
a male" at BC, said Cascone.

Congratulations Christopher!!! and Saratoga
Catholic B-ball!!! What a great season****

Congratulations

Solid As AROC-- Against Rape On Campus

dressed and addressed well," so the

new male president will need to pay

?
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Return to:
Boston University
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-9888

Complete GYN Exam
|
PAP Smear
j
Birtn Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle of i
Birth Control Pills
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY

SESQUICENTENNIAL

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution

CANRAILPASS

Qsyjr Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.

(wpr

There's never been a better time to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It's your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style
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Unlimited mileage and

ThemomentyouownaCanrailpass
is the moment you own the country.
You may travel anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass is designed for
the 'plan as you go' traveler. You can
even add days rprior to your first deparr

*J
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As Canada's passenger train network,
VIA Rail hasoverl 1,100 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It's a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can.

STUDENT
spays

COASTto-coast

CHART

15 days

I $203
I

In/a

maritime

$

59.00

n/a

?

f]25'SS
$1440

m/a
N/A

|

°

All prices quoted in US. funds based on conversion from
Canadian funds. Prices subject to change due to
fluctuations in currency.

Canada's Passenger Train Network

UP TO A MAXIMUM
of 15 extra days

I

I

$4.25/day

up to a maximum
of 7 extra days

WESTERN

nf tr;qin
°

$4.25/ d ay

ay
SS^
day
5425/

tr^vpl

u
Your vacation begins
the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
choice. Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new

friends you'll make!
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trains
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The romance
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For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:
1
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MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,

SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
1800361-3677: CT, NY, RI.
1 800 387-1144: AR, lA, IL, IN, MI, MN,
mo,oh,wi.
l 800 561 -3949: AL DE FL GA KY
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, fN,
VA VT WV

'
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Seattle

Chicago
$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip
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A special offer for students,
only for American ExpressCardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express® Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
students who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offerTwo $99 roundtrip tickets-i\y to many oi
$
the more than 180 cities served
by NorthNORTHWFST
nv./ni nvvL-pi
,??./,?.,
west in the contiguous
48 United States.
AIRI MFC:
6
MInLIWI-3
may
On y one ticket
be used per
LOOK TO US
f sixP
Special QuarterlyNorthwestDestination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program?where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada ?upon
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enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged
you
must De a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

travel:
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Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
?for less.
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Getting
b the Card is easier than ever because now
.
om ft/0
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you can applyby phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
n
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We 11 take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
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*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
\u25a0 SERVICES Certain© blackout dates and other restrictionsmay apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
An Amencan Excess a>mpan»
mail. 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Review

"It's exhilirating to be alive in a time of awakening consciousness; it can also be confusing, disorienting, and painful. This awakening of dead or sleeping consciousness
has already affected the lives of millions of women, even those who don't know it
yet. It is also affecting the lives of men,.even those who deny its claims upon them...The
sleepwalkers are coming awake, and for the first time this awakening has a collective
reality; it is no longer such a lonely thing to open one's eyes."
Q
R
...

Notes from a
Fearful Jesuit

,

New Music:
Elvis Costello
Morrissey

Much Ado about Gower Street Players
By JOHN BARRON
The Gower Street Players presented
three performances Shakespeare's Much
Ado About Nothing at O'Connell House
this weekend. The battle of the sexes
was alive and well even in
Shakespeare's time. The play presents
two witty and stubborn characters,
Beatrice and Benedict. Their unabiding
purpose is to scorn marriage and each
other with as much disdain as
Shakespeare's immortal script permits.
After their peers deceive the couple
with false messages of letters and love
songs, they realize that they truly love
one another and their lives can only
continue in the wistful state of

avoided lavish choreography that would
detract from the dialogue. O'Connell
House was perfect for the production.
Sitting on the floor, thoughts of the
Globe Theater crept into the
imaginations ot.the audience and the
Victorian architecture produced a royal
air. The simple costumes forced the
characters to use more of their

imagination which they aptly did.
The only major problem with the
movement of the play was the scene
changes. The long breaks between the
scenes interrupted the flow and were
more like commercials during a good

movie.

.

It is wonderful to see a Shakespeare
play performed well on a college

campus. A production such as this one
should inspire other theater groups to
put on Shakespeare plays more often. It
was easy to discern from the audience

that the play was as fresh and alive
today as it was three hundred years
ago. I accuse the Gower Street Players
of piercing the audience with Cupid's
arrow.

matrimony

The play began with a prologue
foreign to the original script. Although
this is just short of heresy the prologue
served the purpose of a musical
overture quieting the audience and
allowing the 'love gods' to work their
magic.
T S Lemire who wrote and recited
the prologue was Benedict. He was full
of energy and spontaneity and was the
most dynamic of the cast. His gestures
and mannerisms seemed to direct the
heads of the audience any time he was
on the stage. These gestures rarely
seemed contrived; Lemire was usually
natural and flowing.
Beatrice (Kate Gleason) was a worth)
adversary to the bachelor antics of
Benedict. Before she even spoke, her
stage presence was regal and stately.
Her subtlety caused her wit to dig just
a little deeper into Benedict's colossal
ego. For the most part her delivery
was charming and clear, a great feat foi
any Shakespearean actress.
The rest of the cast was sparkling.
TS Lemire and Kate Gleason in Much Ado About Nothing
They were consistently strong and
carried the energy that stemmed from
the bitter lovers. Michael F. Robinson
as the Constable was a delight. His
short interjections were perfectly timed
and caused consistent laughter and
applause. Michael P. Joyce played a
loathsome Don John whose constant
Eva to the stature of a cult figure is
By KAREN A. BROPHY
smirk instilled a feeling of humorous
seen through the eyes of Che (Ron
Heights Editor-in-Chief
dislike in the audience. Despite a few
Domingo), her strongest critic. A
jumbled lines, Brien Lang fared well as
constant tension on stage is created
Evita, the smash-hit musical by
of
the match-making Prince
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice,
Aragon.
between Che and the chorus 7 who are
The only characters who lacked the
which is invading Roberts Center April great admirers of Eva.
5-9 is the largest endeavor to date by
energy of the rest of the cast were
The show, one of the toughest in
Hero (Heath Howe) and Claudio (Ken
The Contemporary Theatre of Boston
recent years to produce, is a demanding
Neuhauser). Their emotions were
task for the Contemporary Theatre.
College and the last public event ever
subdued and stilted causing some of
in Roberts Center. Evita, a rock-opera is
There are 36 cast members, 18
the more important scenes to be
about the life of Eva Peron (Miriam
orchestra members, and 30 staff and
unresolved such as Hero's supposed
crew members. Stage manager
Laube), an actress who seduced her
resurrection. Their youthful air,
the
and
controlled
vertually
way to
Monique Olivier will help to transform
top
suit
the roles very the country of Argentina.
Roberts Center into Argentina with the
however, made them
well. The cast of twelve managed to
The show can be paralleled to the
help of lighting designer Kathy
sucessfully perform a play with twenty political atmosphere today said
Edwards and many other dedicated cast
characters with as much diversity
directors Cathi lanno and Maura Joyce, and crew members. Carol Vasington
required to convince the audience of
will be responsible for choreographing
hinting to the relation between Eva
character switching.
and former actor/President Ronald
the show.
In any Shakespeare play, the priority
Reagan. "What better way to portray a
Why would the Contemporary
should be placed on the words, sharp
subject of social concern than through
Theatre take on such an immense
and clear delivery without major
a musical where you can touch upon
project? "This is the fifth show I have
from
sets
and
costumes.
distractions
the
directed for the Contemporary Theatre
people's emotion through music and
This was the best part of the play. The drama/7 said lanno.
and Cathi s third musical, both of us
The show is set in Argentina during
wanted to take on something really
cast was well understood throughout
and the director, Peter Regis-Civetta,
the reign of Peron (Eufe de la Torre)
challenging" said Joyce.
;

Evita invades Roberts Center

;

"We want to stress that this is the
Contemporary Theatre's biggest
production and we feel it is important
that good theatre be done and
supported on campus. We intend to
keep getting bigger and better and
involve the entire BC community/ 7 said
lanno.
"Actually we love this shit/ 7 added
Joyce.
The Contemporary Theatre's biggest
deterrent has been fundraising. They
have solicited advertisements for their
playbill, but still need more to cover
the costs of the show.
Students have been rehearsing four
nights a week and on Sunday. Before
spring break vocals and dance were the
concentration of rehearsals, and now
blocking is a major concern.
The show opens April 5 and will be
performed every night at 8 pm until
April 9. Tickets go on sale April 3 in
the McElroy Ticket Booth.
The Contemporary Theatre will
perform Sam Shepard's Fool For Love
March 30 April 1 in the Bonn Studio
-
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Elvis Lives Evil is Machinical
By AIMEE WALSH
Heights Assistant Review Editor

By PATRICK SANDOE
SPIKE. A new album produced by Elvis
Costello, Kevin Killen and T. Bone Burnett jot
Warner Bros.

that today's
pop music was headed in two very
different directions Elvis Costello
shows up with his latest release Spike,
to deny that impression. While half of
the pop world is hopelessly trapped by
computerized keyboards, and the other
half is trying to rejuvenate the 60 s
guitar-rock feel Costello shows that
there is7 indeed, another direction to

Just when I

was sure
;

;

;

;

turn to.

Simply enough, Costello has sought
combine elements of both pop
directions, but the outcome is far from
simple. Though horns and synth are
used liberally the sterile polish of
today's techno-pop has been allowed to
tarnish. This, furthered by a liberal use
of accoustic instruments, might seem to
hinder this record if you're really into
that techno stuff. But such lack of
gloss adds character and has opened up
the medium, letting Elvis focus more
on traditional songwriting than sound
production. And his songwriting
(especially his lyrical content) is
to

superior.

Machinations. Painting by James Gemmtil. .
March Z thru 1% Gallery< Nfrga, 67
Newbury St. Boston.

Machinations is a group of eleven
paintings confronting the "motif of
entrapment." James Gemmill
sucessfully portrays the heavy tension
existing between the human and the
machine. His use of drab army greens,
slick blacks and glowing oranges
illuminate "the kind of hell that is
real." Accompanying the exhibit is a
quotation from "Death Is Not Evil,
Evil Is Machinical" by D. H. Lawrence.
Lawrence's concept that living humans
endure a perpetual hell is the
intellectual stimulus for Gemmill's
creations. This concept is directly
quoted and posted in the gallery
entrance; hence, the words "hell/'
"grey" "fixed," and "awful" linger in
the viewer's mind. The paintings
provide images with which t-hese
words correspond.
"It's a Matter of Time" depicts a
large wheel-like machine with an

illuminated light attached to its base.
The feeling it conveys is eerie, heavy
and obscure. The actual function of the
machine is unclear; yet, it is obviously
a

powerful, domineering

instrument.
approximately six

The work covers
square feet of canvas and Gemmiil
allows the black paint to spill off the
border. This creates a series of bars
which deepen the entrapment motif.
This painting leaves the viewer feeling
haunted and confined by the
commanding machinery.
"Driven" an acrylic on canvas,
depicts a workman clad in a
conductor's tan cap and tan overalls
holding a small metal tool. The subject
appears to be laboring and entrapped
within a furnace. His face is dark,
shaded, and fuzzy and his body is full
of painful expression. Lunging forward
resting his weight on his right thigh,
his shoulders are angled and hunched
and his torso appears wounded and
fatigued --as if he can stand his plight
no longer. The canvas is mounted on
top of a larger one. This structural
arrangement suggests a laborer futilely
attempting to escape his environment.
He is "Entrapped. 7
'

the

Heights

Years on the Watch" an
inWguing canvas, spans sevens and a
half leet. The scene is a targe machine
inside a station. Though the machine
has a wheei and other circular
structures in its body, it also has
protruding metal rods. The latter
suggests imprisonment. The beams
supporting the station roof encroach
upon the space above the machine. In
response, the viewer hunches her
shoulders as if she herself were, trapped
in the factory.
Gammill has included two landscape
paintings in his exhibit. "Cranes at
Night features a gray, foggy city
skyline. The cranes however have
human qualities. They resemble
humans stretching their arms towards
the gray-blue sky. Such a color conjures
melancholy and desolate feelings. Yet,
this feeling differs from that evoked by
the haunting machines. The landscape
holds hope. Reflections of the cranes in
nearby calm waters suggest the comfort
that is provided by companionship.
An afternoon viewing GemmilFs
work is worthwhile because it
stimulates one to address the important
question: how is a person related to
her environment?
;;

World Class Classical Guitar

Costello's work with Paul McCartney

has, undoubtably been influential, but

although the former Beatle may have
rubbed off on several tunes (most
visible on the songs he co-wrote with
Costello), Costello's style and vocals
cut through with clear individuality.
The result is a welcome sound for
bored ears.
Deceptively, Spike opens with the
very polished sound of big drums and
keyboards before breaking down into
the opening track, "...This Town..."
which combines ethereal keyboards,
characteristic McCartney bass, and a
terrific melodic hook. I can't help but
think of the Beatles during the guitar
break (or when the backing vocals
come in during the third verse), but the
similarity is obviously intended. What's
astonishing however, is how well the
combination works; Elvis as Elvis on
lead vocal and Elvis as George Harrison
on back-ups (yes! the imitation is that
good!). "...This T0wn...," the perfect
choice for the opening track, retains a
commercial quality while
experimenting just enough to incite
curiosity.

The next track, "Let Him Dangle," is
a soulful tune about a man who is
sentenced to hang for a murder he
didn't commit. The song resounds
with a sensitive lead vocal which often
soars above the bluesy accompaniment
of piano, drums, and bass. The
emotional high-point comes, however,
when the guitar solo (reminiscent of
Bowie's "Ricochet") is injected to
augment Costello's most passionate
phrasings.
"Deep Dark Truthful Mirror" marks
the first appearance of horns on the
album, but is dominated by gospel-like
piano and witty lyrics. Singing about a
woman who follows a man hoping to
be rescued from the pain of reality,
Elvis says "Well it's his story you'll
flatter/ you'll stretch him out like a
saint/ but the canvas that he splatters/
will be the picture that you never
paint." Toward the end of the tune, the
iyrics do strike out into more abstract
territory "A butterfly drinks a turtle's
tears/ but how do you know he really
needs it?" but they do more than
make you wonder. They make you
think.
The fourth song on the record,
"Veronica," is a Costello-McCartney
collaboration, and being the most
commercial tune of all, was the
obvious choice for the "hit" single. But
Elvis Lives, p. 28
-

-

By ROBERT PIAZZA
Christopher Parkening as his
legendary mentor Andres Segovia once
said "...is a great guitarist --one of the
most brilliant guitarists in the world."
Parkening via his Ramirez classical
guitar at times assisted by artist David
Brandon, created beauty last Friday
night at the New England
Conservatory in the forms of
traditional Spanish folk tunes classical
Italian guitar songs, and Bach and
Mozart classical guitar arrangements.
The two hour performance was7
without exaggeration, at all moments
intensely captivating contemplative,
relaxing and impressive.
Though there were probably near
fifty factors that contributed to making
Parkening's classical guitar performance
as above described, one specific aspect
was especially interesting. Namely the
vast sound range Parkening and his
guitar masterfully created was
incredible. For the majority of the
concert the Jordan Hall stage, which is
large enough to seat a full-size
orchestra, held one man (Parkening)
who held one guitar. However, from
this stage eminated countless different
sound types.
Of course, when Parkening plucked
strings with his right hand directly
over the guitar's sound hole, there was
the guitar's characteristic warm, robust
sounds. At times, with his right hand
in the same position, Parkening would
use a strong thumb to create booming
bass sounds. More surprisingly,
Parkening would occasionally shift his
right hand from above the guitar's
sound hole to just near the guitar's
bridge and create tinny, crisp sounds.
Parkening next, would place his right
hand (the plucking/strumming hand)
near the guitar's neck and create terse,
dry sounds.
Parkening did not only pluck the
guitar strings. Sometimes he would
strum the strings with his long-nailed
finger tips. This method created
furious, gallant sounds like those
characteristically found in Spanish folk
tunes. Other times, Parkening would
strum the strings with his thumb. This
technique created gentle, quiet sounds.
Also, Parkening created soft, airy
sounds by tapping the strings with his
palm.
With his left hand Parkening would
bend strings so that they seemed to
subtly cry. Also, he made notes waiver
and resonate by planting but twitching
;

;

Christopher Parkening
his left hand fingers on the guitar's
neck. Sometimes he would slide his
finger down a string from one note
another. Parkening lastly, created
speedy, un-nerving sounds by
occasionally hammering the strings
with his left hand fingers.

to

Parkening is not only a guitar player,
one who mastered a craft; rather 7 he is
an artist. Though he neither composed
nor arranged any of the songs he
performed, Parkening added his own
original aura/innuendo to the classical
and traditional songs.

the Heights
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Herstory Happenings...Here and there
March 24 Women on Tap!* Brenda
Bufalino, Jane Goldberg and Harriet
Brown in a tap dance performance.
Suffolk University Theatre, 55 Temple
St. 10:30 pm.
March 24 Excerpts from Works by
Members of Women in Film &
Video. Presented by the Women's
Coffeehouse. 8 pm midnight. Free.
354-8807

In celebration of women and in

-

recognition of the countless
achievements of our gender that have
been omitted from the pages of history
many arts groups in the Boston area
will be participating in "Women's
History Month" by sponsoring
production of numerous events.

-

-

March 14-April 3 Women See
Women* Exhibit of portraits by and of
women, defining the shared visions,
experiences and aspirations of women
and featuring a wide varitey of media
at the AAMARP Gallery, Ruggles
Building 4th Floor, 11 Leon Street,
Northeatern University. TuesdaySaturday, llam-7pm. Free admission.
-

March 25 Her Dream Kitchen, A
Work-in-Progress. Deborah Forsterr's
latest on aging food, power, and sex.
Suffolk University Theatre, 55 Temple
Street. 2 pm.
*

-

March 25 Lilly and May.* "An
Australian feminist Watting For Godot
featuring Patricia Cornelius and Susie
Dee. Suffolk Ujniversity Thaetre, 55
Temple Street. 8 pm.
-

March 14 Alix Dobkin, a Lesbian
Feminist musician will speak on "Why
We Need Women-Only Space" at
Hannum Hall, 7 Temple Street (Central
Square), Cambridge. Bpm. $5 donation.
437-7187. For Women Only
-

March 14 Wolfman.* A staged
reading of this work by Elizabeth
Egloff, at the Boston Public Library,
Copley. 730 pm.
-

March 15 Bobbie Ann Mason,
author, will read from her newest
book, Love Life. Rabb Hall of the
Boston Public Library, Copley 6:oopm.
-

March 17 & 18 -Women of the
Calabash* "Musical ensemble
combining traditional instruments and
music forms with contemporary
influences performing music from
Africa Latin America, the Caribbean
and Black America." Northeastern
University's Blackman Auditorium, 360
Huntington Ave. Bpm. $12.50.
437-2247.
;

March 20 Desdemona: a play in
two acts about a handkerchief* by
Paula Vogel. A staged reading at the
Suffolk University Theatre, 55 Temple
St., Boston. 730 pm. 424-1411.
-

March 21 Scavengers* A staged
reading of a play by Karen Cronacher
at the BPL, Copley. 7:30 pm.
-

Identities: A workshop in
Collective Creation for Actors by
Honor Ford-Smith and Carol Laws*
Suffolk University. 7-10 pm.
March 21

-

March 22 Retrospective of the
History of the History of the
Women's Movement, a roundtable
discussion in O'Connell House, BC.
5:30 pm.
-

March 17 Bridgit Fitzgerald,
Lindsay O'Donovan, and Roxanne
O'Connell. Irish music and folklore
presented by the Women's Coffeehouse.
Bpm. 354-8807.
-

March 18 Poetry written by Latin
American Women Poets between
1940-1980. Part of the "Readings by
Writers Series." Brighton Public Library
40 Academy Hill, 782-6032.
-

March 23 Fallen Angel and Devil
Concubine.* A Jamaican play about
two old vagrant women, one black,
one white. Suffolk University Theatre.
8 pm.
-

March 24 Paula Josa-Jones and
Miryam Moutillet* "A double billing
of dance at the cutting edge." Suffolk
University Theatre, 55 Temple St. 8
pm.
-

All drawings on this page © 1986 by Sudie Rakusin from Websters' First New
Intergalacttc Wickakry of the English Language conjured by Mary Daly in
cahoots with Jane Caputi.
March 29 Women in Shakespeare
March 25 Little Women: The
Theater and Life. Tina Packer, Artistic
Tragedy* A performance by the Split
Director of the Boston Shakespeare
Britches Company Suffolk University
Company and Shakespeare and
Theatre, 55 Temple Street. 9:30 pm.
Company will lecture. Rabb Lecture
March 26 Women and the Arts: The Hall of the Boston Public Library
Copley. 7:3oprn.
Creative Process. A symposium
featuring Sara Alpem biographer;
March 30 Women's Cafe Night. An
Linda Bayer, writer; Michal Goldman,
filmmaker; Sylvia Rothchild, writer and evening of art dramatic performance,
music and more by Boston College
oral historian; Miriam Varon actress;
in the McElroy Cafe. 8 pm.
Women
and Beatrice Wool painter and
printmaker. The event will begin at 10
March 31 Deb Lempke, bluegrass
am, at Boston University HilleL 223
music and talk by musician presented
Bay State Road. Register by March 20.
Women's Coffeehouse. Free,
by
Students $15. 353-3633
354-8807.
-

-

-

;

-

;

;

;

-

March 28 Committed. A film by
director Shiela McLaughlin about the
life of screen actor Frances Farmer with
Come and Get It, starring Frances
Farmer. At the Brattle Theatre.
©

-

1986 by Sudie Rakusin

876-6837.

*Part of the Women in Theatre Festival
produced by Watermelon Studio. For
further information call 424-1411.
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Elvis Lives The Latest of the Last of the Famous

"I've been wading through all or this
miserable junk/ and wondering if I
should have given the world to the
monkeys," he says and then complains
that most people confuse him with
Santa Clause. "It's the big white beard
I suppose" But these are just samples.
The song contains depth and entertains
a viable (friendly and two-sided)
spirituality which is so absent in
today's pop music. And it's about time
we had this depth!
"Chewing Gum," a funky tune with
horns, is quite unpolished, but it works
well conceptually as does the bluesy
"Pads, Paws and Claws" which was
also co-written by McCartney. "Baby
Plays Around" is the last memorable
song on this album and is, perhaps, the
only standard ballad. Melodic and
quiet, the song brings the folk element
(which is prevalent throughout the
record) out into the open. Yet it does
not wallow in its sweet sadness. It
seems to be, rather, a simple acceptance
of lost love which works quite
beautifully.
But there are four more tunes on the
album. These songs push the total
number of tracks to thirteen, extending
Spike, to just under an hour. My
question is, why were they included?
For variety? Although "Miss
Macßeth," "Stalin Malone," "Last Boat
Leaving" and "Any King's Shilling"
experiment with slight musical
variation, these songs aren't nearly as
strong as the preceding nine. Sure "Any
King's Shilling" is interesting with its
medievil sound, but it remains little
more than that.
Still... records with nine good songs
are hard to come by these days, and
Elvis Costello has succeded in
producing such an album. Is Spike for
you? Well, if you want dance music,
you won't get it. If you want shallow,
'fun' music, you won't get it either.
What you will get, though, is witty,
unadulterated soul with integrity.
Heavy? Slightly! But although Spike is
not music to be listened to every day, it
is worth having even if it's just to
keep you from drowning in the
blandness of today's pop music. Give it
a chance. Let the songs grow on you
they will. Spike has all the soul U2 has
searched for, though, its been found in
a more purely elemental form, just one
is lacking; the self righteousness.
-
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there is more to this composition than
one might think. McCartney's style is
in top form, lending his classic musical
influence and vocal pointers to Costello
who executes them in amazing
conjunction with his own style. This
song truly captures both artists in their
cooperative element and regains an
edge which McCartney has recently
lost. Lest anyone think that McCartney
overshadows Costello, however, think
again. Stylistically, "Veronica" is
obviously a 50?50 effort, and though

Paul has dusted off his old Beatle bass
for the studio sessions, Elvis' vocals do
more than their share in carrying the
tune.

Perhaps the lyrical gem of the year
comes in the fifth track, "God's
Comic," sung by a clown who has
died and gone to heaven. Musically,
"God's Comic" is most influenced by
the slow swing style, and melodically
flows with vibraphone, flute, and
classical guitar. Once more, we hear the
Beatlesque harmonies, but thev are

Notes from a Fearful Jesuit
Translated by TS Lemire
(the following excerpt from the diary of
Stephen Xavier Schroth, BC '14, has been
translated from the Latin with the help of

University Library Services)

3.14.14. SXS. AMDG.
Gasson Tower stood like a hooded
owl in the night 7 its dark monument
of stone silhouetted against the violet
sky. A wind swept low to the ground,
all along the passageway leading up to
the Tower. I was alone, standing in the
corridor of lampposts a bottle in my
hand kept warm by a tiny candle lit
underneath my belly of which the
whiskey was the fuel.
The wind blew a hollow whistle
through the empty sockets of the great
owl eyes of Gasson. It sounded:
"Wh000..."
I swung my eyes up at the Tower.
;

;

"Me?"

"Yes, you/ the voice answered. I
turned and saw I was not alone: across
from me, a man stood lighting the
lampposts with a long torch. He did
not look at me.
"You again?" I blurted. "Shtop
surprising me, or I'll call a police
ossifer"
;

The angel ignored me, and went to
the next lamp. I staggered over to him,
bottle swinging.
"Angel baby!"
He stopped me at arm's length. "Not
too close, kid-your breath could turn
this torch into a flame thrower."
I belched in agreement.
"You're a little tight," the angel said.
I looked down at my pants. "Wish
my glands were a little tighter."
"Why are you drinking Stephen?"
the angel asked.
"Why does anybody drink?" I
shouted. "I'm graduating
soon...hundreds of dollars in loans...my
girlfriend left me for a philosophy
major..."
"Revisionist?" the angel asked.
"Positivist."
The angel shook his head. "Ouch."
"Pressure...anxiety, tension...l drink to
forget."
"Forget what?"
"Exactly," I said.
The angel stood straight. "It was
Leviticus on the tenth, I believe..."
"Oh, sharrup!" I retorted. "Don't get
all religious with me. You boys put
away the wine just as well as we
students do. If we cashed in the
deposits on the bottles sitting in front

of the Seminary on garbage day after
some Jesuit blowout we'd have so
much money we wouldn't need a
tuition hike every three months."
"That's one of the longest
exaggerations I've heard in a while/'
the angel said.
"I s'pose you're gonna tell me it's a
shin to get drunk."
"No/' the angel said.
"Well, then, you'll tell me I have a
dinking poblem."
"No."
"Well, gerron with the lesson, I got a
gutter reserved for 10:30."
"Kid, any damn idiot can drink
himself stupid."
"I gotta run," I said, turning.
"Instead of running away, why don't
you try running towards something?"
I turned. "You're telling me not to
drink."
"I'm not telling you anything" the
angel said. "Everything is up to you. I
just know that if you're going
nowhere, speed will take you there a
lot faster."
"Oh, knock it off, halo-head.
Whiskey ain't weed, and it ain't no sin
to bend it back once in a while."
"Whatever you say, kid. Your life. I
just wanted to make sure of your
;

of more obscure tracks like
"It Won't Be Long' 7 and "Girl." Thus

reminiscent

Costello manages to play tribute to the
"Fab Four 77 again, without being
trapped by the usual cliches.
"God 7s Comic 77 reaches far beyond its
musical content though. Lyrically
Costello shows off his witty genious,
writing about the dead clown's meeting
with God. And who is God? He's
certainly not the traditional deity we've
all grown up with, but Costello's
painting of God is refreshing. God is
easy going and has a sense of humor.

reasons."
"There is nothing wrong with
escapism/ 7 I said proudly. "What this
world needs is a good chaser." I turned
and staggered off following my feet.
Just then I bumped into someonesuddenly the angel was in front of me.
"Just remember, kid wherever you
run to7 there you are." I looked up at
him bleary-eyed. "And try not to lie to
yourself-too damn easy" he said
patting my shoudler.
Bending down, he helped me up
from the ground. "Sorry about that."
"Do you ever drink?" I asked him.
The angel shrugged.
"Not even champagne?"
"Fermented Fresca" he said. "Makes
me sneeze."
"Bad luck."
"What are you going to do with the
rest of that?" the angel asked, pointing
to the bottle.
I thought., then walked to the
lamppost. Pouring the liquor out onto
the flame a fire flew up with a
phoenix orange glow.
;

;

;

;

Auds
Seven days and counting... hang in there...your
coaches love you...
hoo, hah.!

the
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Blotter:
Friday, March 3
7:39pm Report taken on a larceny
-

6:49pm While on routine patrol an
officer observes fireworks in a motor
-

vehicle and confiscates same.

While on routine patrol an
officer files a report on breaking and
entering into a copy machine in
Higgins Hall.
-

11:45am Report filed on an arrest
on warrant by the State Police in
Weston.
-

12:30pm Report filed on vandalism
to a motor vehicle parked in the
Foster Street lot.
-

Report filed on an officer
who sustained a neck injury.
4:34pm

-

6:25pm Report filed on a traffic
problem in the Upper Campus.
-

7:ospm Officers respond to the
Foster Street lot and take report of
-

a stolen motor vehicle.

B:4opm Officer responds
Cushing Hall and takes a report ol
a breaking and entering
-

-

WHEN

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT

AN MCA

company

Sunday, March 5

telephone.

3:33am

officer confiscates a traffic sign from
residents in Duchesne Hall.

While on routine patrol an
officer observes abandoned alcohol
and confiscates same.

B:o7pm

ifrom Roberts Center. Stolen was a
Saturday, March 4

6:sopm-While on routine patrol an

12:58am

filed
Report
on
suspicious circumstances in Carney
Hall.
-

2:42am EMT Officers respond to
110 Commonwealth on a report of
an ill party. Upon arrival the victim
was transported to St. Elizabeth's for
treatment.
-

11:12am

-

Report filed on an alarm

problem.
4:49pm EMT Officers respond to
McElroy kitchen on a report of an ill
employee. Upon arrival Newton
Rescue was called and the victim
was transported to St. Elizabeth's for
treatment of a possible heart
-

problem.

'Pro-Life' myths refuted
Continued from page 5
used in the discussion of abortion.
It is a mistake to allow the

opposition to call itself "pro-life,"
said Sorrentino, "as if we were
pro-death or something."
The real concern of the
anti-abortion movement is "life until
birth" but not afterwards, said
Bolten.
have been
Many myths
perpetuated by the anti-abortion
movement, said Leslie Loveless,
Public Affairs Coordinator for
Planned Parenthood. It also claims
that women often use abortion as
birth control for its "convenience,"
she said, but "the vast majority of
women perceive abortion as a
choice they hope they'll never have
to make."
Another myth is that Planned
Parenthood urges women to have
abortions for the organization's own
profit, said Loveless. In reality, she

said, Planned Parenthood is a
non-profit organization and "many
women are actually sent home
because they're not sure" about
their decisions.
One branch of the anti-abortion
movement, Operation Rescue, is a
"militant extremist organization"
with "really frightening" members,
said Beckley Alley, who is on the
Board of the statewide abortion
rights group Mass Choice.
Some of Operation Rescue's
largest protests have been in Boston,
but the Brookline Police have been
very effective in keeping clinics
open, said Alley. Loveless said the
Operation Rescue demonstrations
only serve to cost the clinics and the
police departments a lot of money,
because they are "really not altering
the rate at which women come into
clinics at all."
The purpose of Operation

Supreme, page 33
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time package handlers job.
Eligible shifts for our plan in our
Norwood facility are:
10:30pm-2:30am
(approximately)
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Programs at Georgetown

Programs abroad
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Q High School Programs
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UPS
Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no
experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit
your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to a part time
supervisory position before
graduation and the opportunity to
get paid to shape up.
Start harvesting the UPS fruits
today with our $2,000 per
semester (up to $4000 per year)
tuition reimbursement plan. But
act fast. You must be hiredbefore
our November 17 deadline to be
eligible for this semester's

reimbursement program.
For more information call us at
(617) 762-9911 or contact your
student employment office.
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through college with
money to spare
1.Buy a Macintosh.
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2. Add a peripheral.
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3-Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh"SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple" peripherals you add on ?so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details todav where computers are sold on campus.

*
Apple Pays Half

BC Computer Store
©

Gasson Hall, Room 1, M-F 9am-spm
19H9 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, theApple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc Certain restrictions apply All rebates subject lo strict compliance
uilh the Terms and Conditions of the Apple Pays Half' Program Guidelines, availablefrom your authorizedApple reseller. Offer voidwhereprohibited by law.
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Chad wick to speak in
Lowell Lecture Series
Dean Henry Chadwick, DD, head

of Peterhouse, one of the colleges of
Cambridge University, will give the
Candlemas Lecture in Gasson 100
on Thursday, March 16, at Bpm. His
topic will be: "The Ecumenical
Future."

The Candlemas Lecture, an
annual event founded in 1948,
presents writers in theology or
literature discussing issues of
international importance. Dean
Chadwick will discuss the
possibilities of eventual reunion
between the Anglican and Roman
Catholic churches.
This year's Candlemas Lecture is
sponsored by the Lowell Foundation
of Boston and the Humanities
Series.
Dean Chadwick has been Regius
Professor of Divinity at both Oxford
and Cambridge universities, as well

as Dean of Christchurch College,

Oxford.
The annual Candlemas Lecture
was founded in 1948 by Father
William Leonard, SJ, now curator
of the Liturgy Collection in Burns
Library.

Did you grow up in a home where
alcohol-related problems were an isssue?
Are you interested in finding out?
If so you're not alone.

Dean Henry Chadwick, DD.

;

ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS

\

Now is your chance to talk about

MEETS EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING
FROM 7:30 to 9:00 pm IN GASSON 215

RETAIL

lOSCO

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES with
DRUG

Please join others from th B.C. community
who have come from similar backgrounds
and who are trying to deal with many of the
difficult issues resulting from growing up in
a home where there is and alcoholic.

If you're interested in retail management
as a career, then Osco Drug
is the company for you!

Osco Drug, one of the largest retail drug chains in the nation, can

put your talents, skills, and drive on the road to success. If you

FEEL WELCOME TO ATTEND
ANY TIME!

have an interest, background, training or education in retail

The Environmental Action Center of Boston

College is currently starting a paper- recycling
project on campus.

They are beginning with
the O'Neill and Fulton

Computer Facilities,
where an enormous
amount of paper is
wasted. In both locations, there will be

clearly marked blue bins
for recyclable paper and
red bins for trash. All
image-writer
and
notebook paper will be
collected, while greenbar laser-writer paper
will not be collected.
For every ton of paper
recycled, 17 trees are

saved.

management, we have the career you've been waiting for.

Our structured management training program, includingmanager
training phase manuals, video tapesartd workshops, alongwith
hands-on experience, will start you on your way to a progressive
career in retail management.
For allmanagementpositions we offer an excellent starting salary
and a comprehensive benefits package:
health insurance
dental plan
ig
life insurance
employee discount
profit sharing
disability pay plan
and more!
addition,
in
once promoted froromanagementtrainee to the next
level of management, you wilt participate in our lucrative
bonus program.
Fromthe hiring,training, and developmentof people, to the buying
of virtually every item, the Osco management team exercises a
great deal of autonomy in their stores. Find out more about an
Osco Drug management career. We will be on campus to conduct initial interviews:
?

?

?

?

?

If you have any questions, please contact
Dan Clare, 325-8981

?

?

FREE

Friday, March 17th

COURSE

If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to: Osco
Drug, Attn: Recruiting Department, 1818 Swift Drive, Oak
Brook, IL 60521. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Osco Drug

Count on people who care*

.
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Just When You're Ready

To Go Out In The World...
Mercer Meidinger Hansen Gives You
A World Of Consulting Opportunity.
Open Your Mind At Our Open House.
Monday, March 20th, 7pm Bpm
McGuinn Hall, Room 128
\u25a0

MERCER MEIDINGER
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BERTUCCIS
BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA

:

Independence and innovation. Ambition and analysis. These are the skills and
qualities it takes to be a respected, successful consultant for the world's largest
benefits and compensation consulting firm.
At Mercer Meidinger Hansen, we offer you a world of consulting insight
yfig
and invention, at 99 locations around the globe.
opportunity.
of
you
a world
At Mercer Meidinger Hansen, we offer
campus for
will
be
on
Meidinger
Hansen
also
Mercer
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Let us teach you how wonderful an authentic,
wood burning brick oven pizza can taste.

Write your name and phone number on the
back of this ad and bring it to Bertucci's.
Well give you 55.00 off any Large
Specialty Pizza.
Expires 5/31/89)
(Limit one ad per pizza.
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239-0990
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Mass PIRG

Continued from page 3
This is in an effort to monitor the
number of people taking signatures,
said Girard.
Students who sign the petition are
required to give their addresses,
phone numbers and student ID
numbers to verify that they have
signed the petition. The agreement
also allows for random call backs
that can be taken during and after

campaigns for petition support

the petition period, said Cerabona.
These will be taken by one representative from MassPIRG and one
senator together.
The petition will be broken down
into Senate election districts, enabling senators to see if a majority of
his or her constituents support
MassPIRG. "We wanted to see that
they had genuine support on cam-

pus," said Girard.
In the event that MassPIRG does
not receive the necessary number of
signatures, they are required by their
charter to leave the campus, said
Girard. After that, it will be up to the
MassPIRG Board of Directors to
decide if they want to re-petition to
get back on campus. Girard said he

felt the Senate would be willing to
allow MassPIRG to hold the same
type of petition drive if it wanted to
come back on campus.
There is a bill before the Senate
the terms of the petition
drive into the Senate by-laws for
future reference, said Girard.

to write

"We're very optimistic? we've
had majority support here for 16
years," said several MassPIRG
members, when asked about the
predicted outcome of the petition
drive. They said they planned a large
campaign to publicize the petition
and attract volunteers to help take

signatures.

Vacation enjoyed despite riots
Continued from page 4
realize the strictness in which the
martial law was being enforced.
He heard that National Guardsmen were patroling the beach and
had already thrown a vendor in
prison. He became nervous. "The
hotel guard let me out at about
9:3opm, but then said I was on my
own," recalled Savio. For one mile,
Savio said he sprinted as fast as he

could back to his hotel. He arrived
unharmed.
Danger and inconveniences of
vacationing in a revolting nation
aside, the students seem happy with
their vacation.
"Lying on the beach with a nice
breeze blowing in, I could have
stayed another four months,"
remarked Pier. "It was great. It (the
riots) didn't even matter," commented Laine Podell, A&S '89.

"I'd go back," said Blair. "I think
everyone would," added Savio.

Housemates

Just

little

tell you
have my own
room I am a slob, and I will
never give any of you backrubs; no matter how much
you may beg.
p
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"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS:'

'

When my Mends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
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Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army

National Guard.

SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
©
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important part of our country's military
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They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
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For a free Saint Louis University
Summer Session '89 class schedule, write:

Fr. Eugene Grollmes, S.J.
Director, Summer Session '89
221 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
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Supreme Court may end choice
Continued from page 29
Rescue's "terrorist attacks" is to
create the false impression that their
movement is growing, said Bolten.
The other main threat to women's
right to choose abortion is the
Webster case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court, said Alley. The
case challenges a "very dangerous"
Missouri law that restricts abortions,
she said.
The Court may decide to
completely overturn the 1973 Roe v.
Wade decision that legalized
abortion, or uphold it, or erode it by
leaving it open to challenges from
states' legislation, said Alley. The
decision should be announced by
early June, and Mass Choice is
"expecting the worst" from the
newly anti-abortion Court, she said.
"The gains we've made in the last
two decades are in danger oi being
reversed by a small but vocal
majority" of "abortion fanatics and
right wing political opportunists"
who have "infiltrated the
Republican party," said Bolten. "We
can't look to [the Supreme Court]
any more to uphold our rights," she
said, because "if this case doesn't do
it, another one will."
Mass Choice plans to hold a rally
after the Court's June decision and

Happy BDay
VCM!
March 24
I Love You!!!

SS
HARVARD
Summer School '89
>Z7

and refuse to elect those who are
anti-abortion, said Bolten. In
addition, they should attend the
April 9 March for Women's Equality
and Women's Lives in Washington,
she said.
BC students interested in
participating in the march should
contact Claire Berger of NOW at

is gearing up its members for fall
lobbying of state legislators, said

Alley.
Cerullo urged the audience to
write personal letters to the Supreme
Court justices because it is
"important to support those in tough
public positions."
Women should investigate the
votingrecords of political candidates
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Our international student body has
access to Harvard's outstanding
libraries, fine museums,
well-equipped laboratories,
and cultural activities.
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Trying to find and secure an apartment in
Boston can be like taking a guided tour through a
realtor's Disneyland. There are lots of panoramic
views, sunny skies and perfect hideaways. And
in the end they take you for a ride.

Harvard Summer School offers open enrollment
m
evenul B courses. The curriculum
includes courses thai fulfill college degree
requirements and programs designed
ff
or pc 5011 3! anc' professional development.
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college-level program for

secondary school juniors and seniors,*
as well as a Dance Center
anc* spoo '*" programs in
Drama, Writing,

H

Ukrainian Studies,

At All Bright Realty, we prefer straight talk to
fast talk. We'll help you find an apartment that's
right for you, not for us.

and English
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as a Second language.

information return

the
below or call
(6/7,) 495-2494 (24 hour line).
Please allow 3-4 weeks

for more
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And the results won't make you dizzy.
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a 1989 Harvard Summer School CATALOGUE and/or
specific information about the following programs:

\u25a1 YES, please send

O Secondary School Program
D
\u25a1 Dance Center
\u25a1 Drama

English ma

\u25a1

?

Second Language

Writing

Name

I

Address

Ave, Allston, MA 01234

I

(617)783-9151

I

City, State, Zip

I

June and September Apartments

I
Harvard

Dept. 672,

Now Available!

STUDENT&YOUTH

University

Summer School

20 Garden Street, Cambridge,

MA 02138 USA

I

I

An education for those who can't look the other way.
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ROUNDTRIPS
FROM BOSTON
PARIS
from
RIO
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FRANKFURT
lrom
HONG KONG
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SYDNEY
TOKYO

SAN JUAN

$470
$760
$470
$799
irom $1170
irom $758
.rom $245

FROM NEW YORK
LONDON
lro m $380
_
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$470
$410

FARES FROM MOST U.S. CITIES
DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
TOURS?USSR, CHINA, EUROPE
CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET

; 266 6014
273 Newbury

Botton
MA 02116

St.

I 5764623
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potential.

Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time or fulltime basis combining classroom theory with practical,
hands-on experience.

Vis

WF?
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Ifyou gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve Collegeof Human
DevelopmentProfessions
you can learn to assist
othersrealize theirfull

Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Science
ProgramCounseling Psychology
Exercise Sciences
Human Resource
Counseling
Physical Education
Recreation, Sport, and
Fitness Management
'RehabilitationCounseling
Speech-Language Pathology
& Audiology
.

.
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?
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Dan IMb

Realty^

1247 A Commonwealth

delivery.

Master of Education
Programs
Counseling
Consulting Teacher of
Reading
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Rehabilitation
Administration
Special Education
Nondegree Certification
Programs
Counseling
Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
.
.
Special Education
?

?
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*
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Boston-Bouve
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College
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An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university
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Rescue plans expansion
Continued from page 5
ty. "We will have the strength to not
allow Satan to enter our lives/' she
said.
Andrews spoke of plans to extend
Operation Rescue into a worldwide

.project called Rescue Outreach.
With the help ofCardinal O'Connor
of the Catholic Archdiocese of New
York, it has proposed that rescue
missionaries be sent to other countries where-despite a high incidence

Joe Gillis and

After the banquet, Andrews signed copies of her book You Reject
Them, You Reject Me, her letters
from jail.

Classies.. .Classies.. .Classies
and operate your own business this
summer and earn over $5,000asphalt sealing franchises for college
students-great resume value-call
Collegiate Sealers, Inc. for informaat
application
tion
and

244-0806.

The Next Move Realty
We Specialize in student apartments.
Best selection of quality, affordable housing
close to campus.
is like.

Our courteous, knowledgeable staff is ready to
help in any way we can with all of your

off-campus housing needs.

Located across the street from Main Campus, two
doors west of the White Mountain Creamery, at
27A Commonwealth Ave. in Chestnut Hill.
Stop by our office, or call for an appointment:
527-6655
Big Groups Welcome!!

students/researchers as associate advisors/researchers on scientific,
political
and
economic,
developments in their home countries. To be considered, send cover
letter/resume to: International Investment Analysis Group, 40 Wall Street,
Suite 2124, New York, NY 10005.

1-800-635-3391.

Adorable baby boy needs loving, experienced sitter for 1 or 2 weekend
evenings. Also, needed: a sitter for
Wed. and Fri. starting in September.
Across from Green Line. Salary neg.
Call Jayne 232-7064.
$8.00-slo.oo7hr. Trainer/Foreman
positions available in residential/commercial paintingfirm. Must
have minimum one season experience with an established painting company. Part-time work
available in spring; Full-time this
summer. Call 964-7021.
Think Summer! Play group leader
needed for small group of 4 yr olds.
Approx. 30 hrs/wk. Excellent Pay.
Housing available if needed from
June-Aug. Call 965-5235 or
469-3911.
Summer Jobs/Entrepreneurs- Own

With Years of trusted experience in the BC area,
we know what the off-campus housing situation

*

merit was provided by
Christine Kemp.

Cambridge offered the opening and
closing prayers. Musical entertain-

HELP WANTED
Child Care Needed for 3 little boys.
M, Th. 8:45-3:00 pm. Own trans,
needed Competitive salary

*

the

Operation Rescue and Mass for Life,
and BC alumni and faculty. Fr.
Thomas M. Curran, Ph.D., pastor of
St. John the Evangelist Church in

of abortion?there are virtually no
pro-life movements at all.
The banquet was attended by approximately 300 people, many of
them former members of the BC ProLife Coalition, active members of

Heights
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Campus Rep. Wanted: Distribute
catalogs to clubs, organizations,
athletic teams. We offer a wide range
of imprinted promotional products.

National Marketing Firm Seeks ambitious, mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for top national companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings potential to $2,500. Call 1-800-932-0528

1-800-443-4452.

Federal Jobs
Get Federal Career Opportunities,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 current
and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call
210.

ext. 26

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or

student organization that would like

to make $500 to $1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing project.

Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at
1-800-592-2121.
National marketing firm seeks ambitious, mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for top national companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings potential to $2,500. Call Lisanne or Rebec-

1-800-822-JOBS ext.

Donna Leigh's Typing ServiccPrices
students can afford; half-mile from
campus. Call 738-9607.
Foreign Area Specialists!! Several

multi-national
ly

corporations current-

seeking foreign

graduate

ca P. at 1-800-592-2121.

m
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PROOFREADING: Experienced
reasonable rates, fast turnaround.
Medical, legal, insurance, finance,
statistics, term paper, brochures,
cookbooks. Allston 789-5370.
Need a Mac typist?Call Kathy at
552-4820 (9 to 5). Reasonable rates
for term papers, cover letters, and

L/Oi
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resumes.

JB^tMhl

Spanish in Venezuela.Seven
weeks Accredited. $185/week.
Amazing-included airfare. Free
Brochure: Natasha Kent, 701 Neei,
Socorro, NM 87801. (505)835-3184.
Legible Fare typing and word processing service. Fast, accurate, confidential. All projects available on
diskette. Resumes, reports, theses.
Laser printed. Free pick-up, delivery.
?
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(617)335-1312 (508)777-2322.

Tired of those parking tickets? Park
in our driveway in exchange for up
to 15 hours per month of babysitting.
References required. Call 965-2636.
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Indies, South Pacific?

Young Catholic men interested
in the Missionary Priesthood,
should contact:

"'\u25a0'

I

Fr. Michael O'Loughlin
National Vocation Director
Columban Fathers
St. Columbans, NE 68056
(402) 291-1920
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...That you may be called
to be a positive influence
in the lives of people in
Asia, South America, West

I
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...What you will do with
your life?
...How you will use your
God-given abilities and
talents?
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DOES IT MATTER?
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CEDAR SHEDS
Great for storage of garden tools,
barbecue equipment, etc. Or as
playhouse for the kids. Custom-built
by experienced carpenter. Very high
quality construction. Reasonable
prices. Call John McLaughlin

ASAP!

Nancy 558-5829
Lori 558-9074

In home child and baby care person wanted two afternoons/early
evenings per week. Occasional
weekend sitting, too. Previous experience required. Must be able to
provide own transportation.Easy access to public transport in Watertown. Please call 924-1993.
CAPE COD SUMMER 1989
Housemates needed to help fill
summer rental 3 bed-2 bath condo

-

Brighton-Available now thru 9/1!
sunny studio $545, charming 1 bedrrom $685, 2 bedroom, porch $875,
lovely 3 bedrrom $1275 Wilk &
Welch 739-2140
Brighton-Spacious 4 bedroom, near
Commonwealth Avenue $1400,
Nice 5 bedroom, yard $1200, 8-9
bedroom whole house $4000 Wilk
&Welch Assoicates 739-2140.
Need an Apartment this summer?
We've got a great 2 bedroom aptment with a pool and a Jacuzzi, fully furnished for only $1300/mo. If intrested call 734-0387- ask for Louise.
Two minute walk from main campus. Spacious, sunny room in private
home. Shared kitchen and bath with
one male student. $400 per month.
Available May 1. 965-6945.

-

on West Yarmouth/Hyannis town
line! Other properties available too!
Call Matt 964-2933

Warm friendly Newton Family to
exchange room and board for
babysitting. 5 year-old twins and 7
year-old. Private room and bath. 1
mile from T. Call Ellen Kass
527-8479.

SUMMER CHILDCARE needed for
toddler and baby in warm, friendly
Newton home. Flexible hours. Accessible to ,T 244-2666.
Run Your Own Summer Business
Gain Valuable experience while ear-

Beautiful 4-bedroom Apartments
available April I?no fee?spaciousmodern kitchen?free parking-near
me. I'd love to go. I'm not proud! I
quired. Call Jenny 891-3017.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in ex
change for 15-20 hours per week of
babysitting, light household chores,
cleaning or cooking in private
homes walking distance to BC. Call

ning great money. Last summer's
average earnings: $8,000. Positions
filling fast. Call 1-800-922-5579 ask

for Rob.

R.E. RENTAL AGENT WANTEDBusy
office in Brighton. Lie. Required.
Growth potential $$$$. Call Dave
WANTED: Doormen and women
and waitresses for Spring to summer
work in one of the country's top Jazz
Blues and Rock Night Club. Must be
good with public. Send pertinent info. to P.O. 558 Boston, MA 02118.
ENTREPRENEURS living on campus
can earn thousands in the music
business. No experience necessary.
For information, call The Musical
Gift. (516)491-6947.
Buy Jeeps, 4**s seized in drug
raids for under $100? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401.

&

INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGE

Presentation on CIEE's WORK
ABROAD Program's in:
\u2605 Great

Britain \u2605Germany
\u2605 Ireland
\u2605 New Zealand
\u2605 France
\u2605Costa Rica
\u2605

Jamaica
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Wednesday, March 15, 4:oopm.
CAREER CENTER-38 Comm. Ave.
.
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DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
AIR, RAIL & STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
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356 Chestnut Hill Ave. 7at

near BC One beds near Cleveland
Circle $700-$B5O. Charming one
one bed, mod K&B, d/d, $750. Updated one beds, 1999-2003 Comm
Ave. $850...8e5t two bed selection

$850-$1450. Huge two bed near
Chansky's, a steal at $850.
Sutherland Rd. Exclusive 2 bed
$1125. Two beds ar Reservoir, updated
at
e-i-k,
select
$1100...Charming Sutherland Rd.

three bed $1490 heated. Cheap 3
bed near Chansky's, pkg avaiable,
$1275. Towne Estates 3 bed d/d, a/c,
pool and pkg, $1450. Three beds
near
select
at
reservoir,
$1450...Furnishedfour bed in house
with pkg for 3 $1450...Furnished
four bed in house with pkg for 3
$1450 Four beds in houses, near upcampus,
and
lower
per
$1550-Beautifullyrestored Victorian
four bed in house $2100. Huge four
bed at 1653 Commonwealth
Ave...Many more avaiable At Home
Realty, Inc., 12128 Commonwealth
Avenue, Allston, MA (617)738-1820.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER,
COMPUTER,
& VCR REPAIR.
Free Pick-up: 361-6868.
The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly Tuesday evening. 7:3opm McGuinn 340.
Friends and supporters welcome.
Always confidential. For more information write to LGCBC Box Lll2 or
call 552-2979.
SHARON WOLPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE: Letters,
reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my specialty. All work laserprinted. 24 hour rush service
available. Call Sharon Wolpert at

Beat the crush of OFC A DEC VTIOO
with 1200 Bud Modem for sale.
Ready to dial into BC's DEC of IBM

2 350

On December 7th, 1988
more than 20,00
Americans perished in a
devastating earthquake
and 100,000 remain
homeless*

The American Club
of Boston College
fundraiser
benefit the survors.

having

Sue at 738-1988.

Cannondale 12 speed racing bike

worth $375 new. Must Sell. Cash
problem. Like New. $325 or best offer. Frank 558-9620.
Rossignol 36 195 cm skis. Salomon
637 bindings. $475 new must sell
best offer. Denon DP-7F Turntable
w/audio Technica cartridge must
sell. Best Offer. Call steve at
558-9044 (messages).
For Sale Mac Plus computer, Image
11, 800k Extended drive, Superpaint.
Only 6 months old. like new. $1,200.
Call 449-2352 ask for Jack
84" sofa in good condition matching swivel chair muct sell.
Redecorating $150.00 783-0158
(leave messages).

THE
DESKTOP PERFORMANCE
MACINTOSH SPECIALISTS Do you
have a Macintosh to sell? Would you
like to buy a used Mac, call us at
Desktop
Performance
(617)247-2470. We carry a full line
of Mac products and peripherals
with guaranteed competitive prices
and quality service. Upgrades our
specialty.
For Sale Chevy spectrum, late 1986,

4dr, air, tapedeck, 31k happy miles,
$4600 or b.o. Call 235-0533, leave

message.
Boston College women with Middle March Tickets! If plans with your

present date fall through, please call
me. I'd love to go. I'm not proud! I

don't mind being your 2nd or 10th
choice. Thank you, Brian 558-9275.
K.A.D.:
We're keeping AT&T in business!
Wish you were here. G.(notJ!)

Happy 21st B-day Regan Feeney!!
March 15, 1989.

APARTMENTS NEAR BC AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER
Modern two bed Chandler Pond, parking, pool, a/c, $1,000; Large two
bedroom on Comm. Ave., great for three or four, $1050; Two bedroom
near T and Chansky's, great for three, $1080; Two bedroom near T
and Shuttle, just renovated, all new appliances great for three or four,
$1200; Ultra modern 3 bed at Town Estates, w/w, a/c, parking, steps
to campus, $1400. Three bed at T and Cleve. Circle, w/w, a/c, pkg,
perfect fo 5, $1500; Four bedroom duplex, near Cleve. Circle and T,
d/w, disp. w/d, garage parking, $2150. Five bed in Cleve. Circle, top
floor, Large E.I.K, fireplace, next ot T, $1900.
MANY MORE APARTMENTS AND HOUSED AVAILABLE FOR
SEPTEMBER SUMMER SUBLETS ALSO AVAILABLE.
THE MACKIN GROUP, INC. 1238 A COMM. AVE. (617)
739-9030.

R

-

R

-

R
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Ring

"Hi I'm Florence Mitchell your AT&T Student

Campus Manager here at Boston College.
I would like to tell you how AT&T can help
lower your long distance bills. I can also
answer any of your long distance questions.
The best time to reach me is between 8:00 a.m.
and 10:00 a.m. but you can call anytime
964-6023."

FOR SALE

motivated.
Call 1-800-950-8472, ext 110

is

Call Ron at O'Neill x8467.
Round Trip Plane Ticket to DC. area
(8.W.1.). Will sell for $100.00 Contact
systems.

(617) 738-6442.

Student organizations, fraternities,
sororities needed for 1 week marketing
project right on campus. Must be organized

COUNCIL ON

f»Y l|Vfc||

Aparments available for 6/1 and 9/1

Make up to $1,000
in one week

277-8131.

M

change. 277-6420.

bed, perfect for 2, only $725. Huge

Apartments Available We have
(BC'B3) at 327-2546.
many apartments, great locations.
'
Student needed to assist with child Convenient to BC. Studios, 4BR's,
Renovated 5 Beds- 8 and 10
care for family with two young
children (ages 1 Vi and Newborn) bedrooms. Many to choose from!
Call Immediately! Boardwalk
during summer of 1989. Live-in with
Properties
783-0070.
private room; suburban North Shore !
location; 3 minute walk to Singing Many Apartments Available Best
Beach; 8 minute walk to train to j Addresses for BC. Great studios starBoston. Room and board plus
ting at $525. 1-beds starting at $650
$100-$l5O per week in exchange for
many with ultra modern 1,2,& 3
40 hours per week of child care.
beds available now through 9/1
Send letter of intrest with summary 4&5 beds in houses-houses 6-12
of work and experience to: Boston
beds for 9/1 many newly renovated
Benefits Consulting, 184 High Street,
Many summer sublets
Boston, MA 02110. Please reply by
Student discount plans
April 15, 1989.
Boardwalk properties 783-0070

t

now for FALL placement. Summer
placement also available. Separate
apartment situations available for
couples. The Student Housing Ex-

a

to

BAKE SALE
March 14, 15, 16
Lyons Hall Cafeteria

GRADUATE

EgM
H

New England Medical Center
is committed to the professional development of our
nurses. Here you will find a
variety of specialty areas in

adult and pediatrics that provide you with the opportuni-

ties to develop your nursing
skills in the areas of your
choice. During your six week
orientation, you will be supported in meeting your objectives by a preceptor and
during your first year you

will participate i . patient care

conferences, workshops,
seminars and management
training As you gain primary
nursing experience, you will
have an opportunity to join

:,
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a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
ambulatory nurses to coordinate the care of your patients through an entire
episode of illness. We are
committed to your success,
loin our staff and practice in

t

an autonomous environment

that fosters your
al growth.

profession-

In addition to offering one of the highest salary schedules in the area,
our progressive benefits package includes continuing education
providing CKU's, generous tuition reimbursement, flexible schedules
including 12-hour shifts, and participatory time planning. We have
a parking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop.
For additional information about these opportunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 617-956-5575. 750 Washington
Street, Box 465, Boston, MA 02111. An equal opportunity em-

ployer.
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APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
1 or 2 Female Roommates Needed
for and exciting off-campus experience with 2 seniors for next year.
We are currently looking for offcampus housing, so please call

Classies

\u25a0
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March 13, 1989

New England
Medical Center

Hospitals
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9:30-10:30pm Job Search Workshop
Part I, Career Center. Sign up in the
Career Center, x3430.
12pm Summer Job Search
Workshop, Career Center. Learn
how to obtain the summer job you
want. Sign up in the Internship Office one of ti e seven workshops this
month. (x3430).
2-3pm Career/Life Planning
Workshop, Career Center. (x3430)
3pm Coalition Against Nuclear War
Meeting, Cushing 210. (Chaplaincy,
x3475).

4pm Lecture: Myth

&

Martyrdom:

Politics of Sacrifice, Fulton 410.

Speaker: Richard Kearney, Lecturer
in Philosophy University College
Dublin Editor, Irish Review. Sponsored by the Irish Society.
7-9:30pm Group Meeting, Devlin
12. Sponsored by Amnesty
International.

14

11:30-1:30pm GSA Bake Sale, Lyons
Dining Hall. Proceeds go to the Pine
Street Inn.
12:30pm Music at Mid-Day, Gasson
112. Traditional Irish melodies as interpreted on the piano by Micheal
Osuilleabhain. (Music Dept.,
x4843).

2pm Summer
Job Search
Workshop, Career Center. Learn
how to obtain the summer job you
want. Sign up in the Internship Office one of the seven workshops this
month. (x3430).
4pm Environmental Action Center
Meeting, McGuinn 108.
4:30-5:30pm 'What is a Witch?',
Women's Resource Center. Explore
the ideology of witchcraft with High
Priestess Man, Margaret Moore.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show. Tune
in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for a half hour
of traditional Irish music brought to
you by WZBC and the Irish Society.
(Gene Hahn, x3511).
7pm Womynfire Meeting, McElroy
127. Feminist support/discussion
group.
7pm Lecture: The Palestinian-Israeli
Conflict: U.S. Responsibility and
Relation with the P.L.O., McGuinn
Auditorium. Speakers: Prof. Alan
Dershowitz, Harvard Law, and Dr.
James Zoghv Director, ArabAmerican Institute. Want to learn
more about the most controversial
issure of the 90's? Join us for a debate
on the Arab/Israeli conflict, with two
internationally recognized experts
in the field. BC ID required. (Middle Eastern Club, Liela Calnan,
782-0473).

7:30pm The Lesbian and Gay Community at BC Meeting, McGuinn
340. Meets weekly. Friends and supporters welcome. Always confiden-

x3200).

Wednesday

4-5pm Careers in Counseling &
Human Services, Career Center. An
overview of this diverse field including info on the types of positions
counselors hold and the range of
organ, where counselors work. We
will also discuss focussing your in-

15

and considering a graduate
degree, a must for many counseling
related jobs.
5-6pm Radio Program. Buddha G.
keeps dropping the hip-hop beats on
WZBC. Change the channel to
WZBC, 90.3 FM.
5:30-7pm Murray House Spaghetti
dinner, Murray House. Traditional
Italian dinner every Thursday. Pasta,
bread, salad, & soda. $2 All you
can eat! (Carol Firicano, x8460).
terests

11:30-1:30pm GSA Bake Sale, Lyons
Dining Hall. Proceeds go to the Pine
Street Inn.
3-5pm Careers in Religious Education & Ministry, Hovey House. Panel
of alumni from BC's Institute of
Pastoral Ministry will share their
career experiences in a variety of
fields. (Career Center, x32430).
4-5pm Work, Study, Travel Abroad,
Career Center. A representative

6:30pm Inter-varisty Christian
Fellowship, St. Joe's Chapel. A
student-run Christian worship and
fellowship time. (Marty or Lynne

from the Council on International
Education Exchange will hold information session. (Career Center,
x3430).

Tuesday

fice one of the seven workshops this
month. (x3430).
3-4:30pm Speak Out: Is BC Still A
Catholic University?, Bapst Lawn
(Rain spot: McElroy Commons). An
informal forum kicked off by two
faculty members. Open podium
after scheduled talks. (Susan Griffith,

tial. More info: x2979. This week:
LGCBC will be showing an informative and humorous film 2x20.
Everyone welcome.
10pm Mass, Barat Jesuit Community. (Frank Clooney, S.J., x8228).

.

4-5:30pm
Ministry
Music
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all interested in singing at liturgies. Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts Group.
(Contact: Chris LaFond and Laetitia
Blain 552-4667).
5-7pm Intercultural Cafe, McElroy
Cafe. Exotic coffees, appetizers,
desserts (using points), music and
entertainment offered. Co-sponsor
ed by Irish Society and ODSD

527-369 0).
7pm Slide show w/Dawn Gurewitz
& Richard Harris, Carney 303.
Richard Harris, Ed. of Latin
American Perspectives, upcoming
elections in El Salvador. (BC Central
American Network, x4150).
7pm Protestant Student's Dinner,
Home of the Chaplain. (Chaplaincy Office, x3475).
7pm BC Men's Volleyball vs. Holy

munity, Stan Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).
7:30-9pm Pro-life Movie, Gasson
209.
8pm The Dolphins' Way, Irish Traditional Music for Piano, Gasson 100.
A program of Irish Traditional Airs,
17th and 18th century harp music
and traditional dance music from
Ireland interpreted by Micheal
Osuilleabhain. (Irish Studies Program and Music Dept., x4843).
10pm Wed. Night Mass, Manresa
House. A community Eucharist
open to the university. (Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).

Thursday

8pm Nunsense, Charles Playhouse.
(TicKets on sale in the McElroy Ticket

Booth for $17, discounted from $23).
8-9pm College Republicans
presents Gen. Paul X. Kelley, Higgins 304.
8-10pm SPAC Coffeehouse, McElroy
Cafe. Appearing this week:
Bostonians.
8pm Candlemas Lecture: The
Ecumenical Future. Speaker: Rev.
Henry Chadwick Part of the Lowell

Lectures, presented by the B.C.
Human ities Series.
9pm-12am Rat, Lyons Cafe.

Friday

17
11:30am Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting, Gasson 215. (ODSD,

16

x3430.

"18

x3470).

Book
1:30-4pm Philosophy
Giveaway, Carney 223. Books on

Philosophy, Theology, intellectural
history, splatterpunk. All free!
5-6pm Crash Course. Turn on
WZBC, 90.3 fm, for sixty thrashing
10-11am Job Search Workshop Part minutes of music. Thrash, hardcore
II, Career Center. More info: x3430. and speed metal every Friday.
11am Summer Job Search 7:30 & 10pm Movie: The Producers,
Workshop, Career Center. Learn McGuinn Auditorium.
how to obtain the sumer job you 9-1am GSA St. Patrick's Day Party,
want. Sign up in the Internship Of- Lyons Cafe.

12-1:30pm The affect of sex dif-

ferences on Choice of Major,
Women's Resource Center. Come
join Professor Mary Brabec k for the
third in a series of brown-bag lunch

discussions. They will share findings
from their study of sex differences.
TBA Univ. Chorale Palm Sunday 3pm Coalition Against Nuclear War
Concert, Trinity Chapel, Newton Meeting, Cushing 210. (Chaplaincy,
Campus.
9-5pm Community Building
Workshop, Main Lounge, 80
Comm. Ave. Dorms. All from BC
Community or outside the BC Community are welcome. The purpose
is to learn more about yourself,

x3475).

4pm Lowell Lecture Series:
Dramatization of Dickens' Novel
Hard Times, Robsham Theater.
Presented by the New Repertory of
Newton.
7-9:30pm Group Meeting, Devlin
12. Sponsored by Amnesty

abourt interpersonal relationships,
and about group behavior through International.
experience of buildingcommunity.
7-8:30pm 'University at Prayer', St.
$30 students, $80 adults. (Univ. Mary's Conference Room, BC. This
Chaplaincy, x3479).
12-part series continues with Laetitia
10-5pm Macintosh Mega Meeting, Blain, 'The Liturgy of the Hours'.
in Roberts Center, sponsored by (Chaplaincy, Kerry Maloney, x3475).
BC Vt.U.G. Free admission with BC
ID. Free raffles and grand prize of
Festival of Friendship
Mac SE for faculty and students. All
Assistance with a point
the newest and best Macintosh hardware and software will be displayed,
drive is needed. Call
plus hands on seminars an d
Angela Teta ; x3470.
workshops. (Contact IPS, x8640)
11am March in Solidarity in El
Salvador, Steps of Ignatius. To Form
BC contingent concerned with U.S.
SPAC Staff Selection
intervention in Central America.
Take a stand now.
Paraprofessional Posi7:30 & 10pm Movie: The Producers,
tions Available: Senior
McGuinn Auditorium.
Director, Director for
8pm Middle March Ball, O'Connell
House. By invitation only.
Communications
7

Cross, Plex.

(x8005).

5:30pm Stylus Meeting, McElroy
127. All welcome.
7-9pm General Meeting, Gasson
203. Sponsored by Society for Young
Victims.
7:30pm Adult Children of
Alcoholics Meeting, Gasson 215.
(ODSD, x3470).
7:30pm Evening Prayer, Manresa
House, 188 Beacon St. (Jesuit Com-

Saturday

9:30-10:30am Job Search Workshop

Part II, Career Center. More info:

Sunday
_
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9-5pm Commumity Building
Workshop, Main Lounge, 80
Comm. Ave. Dorms. All from BC
Community or outside the BC Community are welcome. The purpose
is to learn more about yourself,
about interpersonal relationships,
and about group behavior through
experience of building community.
$30 students, $80 adults. (Univ.
Chaplaincy, x3479).
10-5pm Macintosh Mega Meeting,
in Roberts Center, sponsored by
B C M.U.G. Free admission with B C
ID. Free raffles and grand prize of
Mac SE for faculty and students. All
the newest and best Macintosh hardware and software will be displayed,
plus hands on seminars and
workshops. (Contact IPS, x8640)
7pm Movie: The Producers, Barry
Arts Pavilion, Newton Campus.

Monday

20

Director for Finance.,
and Director of Programming. Applications available at
McElroy 141.
Deadline: March 207

1989.

(Tony Varona x4822)

Nunsense Tickets
are now on sale in

McElroy

Ticket

Booth $17 each
down from $23 for
on
performance
;

;

March 16th.

Women's

History
Month

Be sure
events

to

participate

scheduled

in

the

for

Women's History Month.
Stop by the women's
Resource Center on the second floor of McElroy and
get information on events
on around campus,
foing
"ake a peek at page 2/ of
this week's Heights for a
events on and off
Women!
Celebrate
campus.

listing of

